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ABSTRACT
The depth richness of a scene translates into a spatially variable defocus blur in the
acquired image. Blurring can mislead computational image understanding; therefore,
blur detection can be used for selective image enhancement of blurred regions and the
application of image understanding algorithms to sharp regions. This work focuses
on blur detection and its application to image enhancement.
This work proposes a spatially-varying defocus blur detection based on the quo-
tient of spectral bands; additionally, to avoid the use of computationally intensive al-
gorithms for the segmentation of foreground and background regions, a global thresh-
old defined using weak textured regions on the input image is proposed. Quantitative
results expressed in the precision-recall space as well as qualitative results overperform
current state-of-the-art algorithms while keeping the computational requirements at
competitive levels.
Imperfections in the curvature of lenses can lead to image radial distortion (IRD).
Computer vision applications can be drastically affected by IRD. This work proposes
a novel robust radial distortion correction algorithm based on alternate optimization
using two cost functions tailored for the estimation of the center of distortion and
radial distortion coefficients. Qualitative and quantitative results show the competi-
tiveness of the proposed algorithm.
Blur is one of the causes of visual discomfort in stereopsis. Sharpening applying
traditional algorithms can produce an interdifference which causes eyestrain and vi-
sual fatigue for the viewer. A sharpness enhancement method for stereo images that
incorporates binocular vision cues and depth information is presented. Perceptual
evaluation and quantitative results based on the metric of interdifference deviation
are reported; results of the proposed algorithm are competitive with state-of-the-art
stereo algorithms.
i
Digital images and videos are produced every day in astonishing amounts. Conse-
quently, the market-driven demand for higher quality content is constantly increasing
which leads to the need of image quality assessment (IQA) methods. A training-free,
no-reference image sharpness assessment method based on the singular value decom-
position of perceptually-weighted normalized-gradients of relevant pixels in the input
image is proposed. Results over six subject-rated publicly available databases show
competitive performance when compared with state-of-the-art algorithms.
ii
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the motivation that has driven the work of this report and
it also summarizes the contributions and organization of this report.
1.1 Motivation
Blur is a ubiquitous characteristic of digital images. There are several sources
of image blurring: defocus blur due to objects at different depths in the scene [18];
movement of the imaging system or objects in the scene during the acquisition process
[8]; lens aberrations [19]; discretization [18]; scattering of light between depicted
objects and the imaging system [20], e.g., due to atmospheric phenomena such as
movement of masses of hot air or the presence of fog or haze.
Defocus blur is the most common source of image blurring. Research about im-
age deblurring algorithms is prodigious [21–29]. Although excellent results can be
achieved with state-of-the-art image blind deconvolution algorithms, these algorithms
are computationally intensive and not suitable for mobile or real-time applications.
The depth richness of a scene translates into a spatially variable defocus blur in the
captured image. Spatially-variable blur can have adverse effects on computer vi-
sion and image understanding algorithms. Therefore, it is desirable to count with
an accurate estimation of the spatially-varying blur amount which can be used as
the trigger for selective image enhancement of blurred regions or the application of
computationally intensive image understanding algorithms.
The pinhole camera model is frequently used in computer vision applications in or-
der to project 3D scene points to 2D image points [30]; however, off-the-shelf cameras
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do not precisely satisfy the ideal pinhole model due to lens distortion and mounting
defects. Although the overall distortion results from the combination of radial, de-
centering and thin prism distortion [31], the last two are usually negligible for most
of the commercial cameras [32]. Consequently, radial distortion (RD) is frequently
the source of distortion that is modeled. Furthermore, it has been shown that more
elaborate models not only provide a negligible improvement but they can also cause
numerical instability [33].
In the last decades, there have been considerable improvements in three-dimensional
(3D) technologies that make use of stereoscopy to provide depth perception. In
stereoscopy, two offset images are presented to each eye of the viewer. However,
stereoscopic-based technologies still suffer from issues related to visual discomfort,
eyestrain, headache, and nausea, [34] which can negatively affect the viewer’s quality
of experience (QoE). Blur is perceived in 2D as well as 3D vision; therefore, the ap-
plication of 2D sharpening/deblurring algorithms to each view independently was a
natural first step towards the enhancement of 3D content. However, multiple subjec-
tive studies [4, 15, 34–36] have shown that aspects such as depth, binocular luminance,
and binocular contrast masking must be considered when enhancing 3D images. Since
humans are the end users of 3D content, evaluation of enhancement algorithms must
include not only a quantitative evaluation, but also a perceptual-based evaluation.
Due to the tremendous amount of visual content that is generated every year, it
is infeasible to evaluate the quality of the visual content using subjective evaluation
[37]. This situation has led to the development of objective quality metrics that using
different amounts of the pristine ground-truth image can provide an estimation of the
quality of the input image/video. According to the volume of information required
from the ground-truth image, objective quality methods can be classified as: full-
reference (FR) [38–45], reduced-reference (RR) [38, 46–50], and no-reference (NR)
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[43, 51–57]. Algorithms devoted to assess the sharpness of images usually involves
the extraction of feature or processing in the spatial domain, frequency domain or
exploit the characteristics of the human visual system.
1.2 Contributions
In Chapter 3, a spatially-varying defocus blur detection is presented. The al-
gorithm computes the log-power spectrum of the image gradients in small blocks
centered in every image pixel. A dense sharpness map is formed with the sharpness
metric which is computed for every pixel as the quotient of the mean of high-frequency
bands to the mean of the low-frequency bands of the average log-power spectrum. In
order to homogenize the preliminary dense sharpness, a guided edge-preserving filter-
ing process is included. Finally, in order to provide segmentation of the foreground
and background regions, a global threshold that is defined using weak textured re-
gions on the input image is presented. The proposed algorithm is evaluated using two
publicly available datasets. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm
outperforms current state-of-the-art blur detection algorithms, both quantitatively as
well as qualitatively.
In Chapter 4, a robust radial distortion correction algorithm that requires only a
single image of the distorted imaged pattern is presented. The algorithm estimates
the radial distortion coefficients (RDC) as well as the center of distortion (CoD) by
using two different cost functions. Under ideal conditions, a non-distorted feature, its
corresponding radially distorted position and the CoD are collinear; however, a slight
error in the CoD position breaks the aforementioned condition and a triangle is formed
with the three points. The cost function used to estimate the CoD incorporates the
aforementioned observation. On the other hand, the cost function used to estimate the
RDC is defined as the Euclidean distance between the ground-truth positions and the
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undistorted positions. The algorithm iterates until a negligible improvement in the
estimated parameters is reached. In every iteration, the algorithm solves alternatively
for the CoD and the RDC. Since there are no constraints in the orientation of the
imaged pattern, a homography is used to move features from the input image plane to
the ground-truth pattern plane. Results of synthetic experiments with different levels
of radial distortion and different amounts of noise added to the detected features in the
input image show the robustness of the proposed algorithm. Results of experiments
over real images show the competitiveness of the proposed algorithm.
In Chapter 5, a 3D sharpness enhancement method for stereo images that in-
corporates binocular vision cues, as well as depth information, is presented. The
proposed algorithm decomposes each of the input stereo images into a base and a
detail layer. The visibility threshold maps are given by the Binocular Just Notice-
able Difference (BJND). They include binocular mechanisms such as luminance and
contrast masking. The depth of objects in the scene and the BJND maps are used
to provide a per-pixel depth-weighted regularization to the computation of the base
layer. Comparative quantitative results in terms of interdifference using a publicly
available dataset is presented. Subjective test results are also provided in order to
show the qualitative performance of the proposed algorithm.
In Chapter 6, a training-free no-reference objective image sharpness assessment
method, is presented. The proposed algorithm relies on the statistical analysis of
perceptually-weighted normalized-gradients of relevant pixels in the input image.
Results over six subject-rated publicly available databases show that the proposed
method correlates well with perceived sharpness and provides competitive perfor-
mance when compared with state-of-the-art algorithms.
4
1.3 Organization
The report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the background in blur
detection, radial distortion correction, 3D image sharpening, and no-reference image
quality assessment, concepts that are assumed in subsequent chapters. In Chapter 3, a
novel spatially-varying defocus blur detection based on the quotient of spectral bands
is presented. In Chapter 4, a robust radial distortion correction algorithm based
on alternate optimization which uses two cost functions tailored for the estimation
of the center of distortion (CoD) and radial distortion coefficients (RDC) is intro-
duced. Chapter 5 presents a 3D sharpness enhancement method for stereo images
that incorporates binocular vision cues as well as a depth-based per-pixel regular-
ization. Chapter 6 presents a training-free, no-reference image sharpness assessment
(NR-ISA) method based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of perceptually-
weighted normalized-gradients of relevant pixels in the input image. Finally, Chap-
ter 7 summarizes the contributions of this report and proposes future directions of
research.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND MATERIAL
Blurring is perhaps the most persistent artifact in digital images. Aside from
a few cases where blurring is intentionally introduced, like the bokeh effect used
artistically in digital photography, blurring is undesired since it can diminish the
quality perception or it can mislead automatic processes of computer vision and image
understanding [58, 59]. Although distortion introduced by optical aberrations are still
an issue, the main source of defocus blur is the depth richness of the scene itself which
creates the well-known circle of confusion (CoC) whose size depends on the object
distance from the focus plane and it determines the extent of blur.
Blur perception is a basic characteristic of the human visual system (HVS); more-
over, it is an important cue to accommodation. Therefore, depth information needs
to be included in enhancement of stereoscopic images.
Image quality assessment (IQA) methods can be categorized as subjective and
objective [60]. Although subjective IQA provides the most accurate results, they are
expensive and not appropriate for automatic applications. Objective quality assess-
ment methods, on the other hand, provide a global image quality descriptor using
different levels of information of the ground truth image. Although a global image
quality descriptor can be useful, there are applications such as image restoration and
object recognition, where a local image quality descriptor is required [13].
This chapter provides background material related to the research work described
in this report. Section 2.1 presents the background on spatially-varying defocus blur
detection. Section 2.2 provides an overview on radial distortion correction, Section
2.3 presents the background on enhancement of stereoscopic images, and Section 2.4
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presents an overview on no-reference image sharpness assessment.
2.1 Spatially-varying defocus blur detection
Light arriving in a pixel from different scene points causes image blur. Image
blurring can be produced by lens aberrations, objects in the scene at different depths,
diffraction or dispersion of the light, movement of objects in the scene during the
acquisition process, or shaking of the imaging system, among others. Although the
detection of image blurring is a straightforward task for the HVS, there are several
computational attempts to estimate it with acceptable accuracy and reliability [7, 13,
14, 61, 62].
It is known that the two-dimensional power spectrum of natural images varies
considerably between different images and within an image when considering different
orientations. The aforementioned two-dimensional power spectrum can be reduced to
a one-dimensional function of spatial frequency by averaging across all the orientations
[63, 64]. Empirically, it has been shown that the spectral power, averaged over several
natural images, falls with the spatial frequency according to 1/fα where α is close
to 2 [63]. There are several theories that attempt to explain this behavior. One of
the most accepted beliefs establishes that it is due to scale invariance of the visual
world [63]; another theory says that this behavior of the power spectrum is due to the
existence of edges since edges have a 1/f 2 power spectrum [65]. The explanation of
image blurring in the frequency domain has been used by several authors in order to
estimate the local image blurring [7, 8, 11, 62]. Other authors have included additional
blur features in their proposals, e.g., color and gradients [6, 12, 66]. Lately, learning-
based methods have been proposed to detect defocus blur [59, 67]; the main drawbacks
of this type of approach are the training time required which can span several days
and the necessity of annotated data.
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2.2 Radial distortion
The pinhole camera model describes the mapping of a 3D point in the scene to a
2D point in the image plane under ideal conditions. In the pinhole camera the lens
can be considered as the pinhole that blocks the light everywhere but a pinhole. The
amount of light that reaches the sensor can be increased by expanding the size of
the pinhole; however, this leads to image blurring since light coming from different
points in the scene might be averaged in the sensor or film. The insertion of the lens
have efficiently solved the aforementioned problem; however, some lens flaws such
as radial distortion can affect the images’ naturalness which leads to a reduction on
the quality perception and issues in computer-based applications, e.g., recognition,
3D reconstruction, simultaneous localization, and mapping (SLAM), among others
[68–70].
Although the overall distortion results from the combination of radial, decentering,
and thin prism distortion [31]; the last two are usually negligible for most of the com-
mercial cameras [32]. Consequently, radial distortion (RD) is frequently the source
of distortion that is modeled. Furthermore, it has been shown that more elaborate
models not only provide a negligible improvement but they can also cause numerical
instability [33]. RD can be a significant factor of distortion in wide angle and low
focal length lenses.
Radial distortion correction methods can be classified into methods using some
sort of calibration which can be planar [2, 31, 33, 71–73] or tridimensional [74, 75].
The main drawback of these methods is the inclusion of the calibration pattern in the
scene. Other methods use the information conveyed by multiple images of the same
scene [33, 71, 74–81]; besides requiring multiple images, these methods require the
imaged scene to be static and non-deformable in order to establish reliable feature
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correspondences among the set of images. Another group of methods exploits the
observation that 3D lines in the scene must be portraited as 2D straight lines in
a picture without RD [32, 71, 77, 82–86]. Although straight lines are abundant,
specially in man-made infrastructure; usually some user intervention is required in
order to specify them in the distorted image. Lately, trained-based algorithms have
been proposed to tackle radial distortion correction [87, 88].
2.3 Enhancement of stereoscopic images
In the last decades there have been considerable improvements in three-dimensional
(3D) technologies that make use of stereoscopy to provide depth perception. In stere-
oscopy, two offset images are presented to each eye of the viewer. However, stereo-
scopic based technologies still suffer from issues related to visual discomfort, eyestrain,
headache, and nausea [34] which can negatively affect the viewer’s quality of expe-
rience (QoE). These issues are further accentuated by the presence of mismatches
between corresponding views of a stereo image pair.
Stereoscopic video systems require the use of efficient source coding schemes due to
the high bandwidth required compared with mono-video systems [89]. Source coding
together with other stereoscopic effects such as crosstalk and 2D-to-3D conversion
can add an extra amount of blur, which has been shown to cause annoyance, visual
discomfort, and cue conflicts [34]. In order to enhance stereoscopic images, off-the-
shelf 2D sharpening algorithms [27, 90–94] can be applied to left and right view
independently. However, multiple subjective studies [4, 15, 34–36] have shown that
aspects such as depth, binocular luminance, and binocular contrast masking must be
considered when enhancing 3D images because situation such as the lack of blur may
also cause visual discomfort due to an accentuated accommodation-vergence conflict.
Therefore, sharpness enhancement needs to be depth aware in order to preserve as
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much as possible real-world vision conditions.
An important concept introduced to understand the Human Visual System (HVS)
is the Just Noticeable Difference (JND) which is the smallest intensity difference that
can be distinguished from a background of constant intensity [95]. In [15] the concept
of JND is extended to binocular vision (BJND). The BJND is defined based on two
psychophysical experiments that exploit the luminance and contrast masking effects
in binocular vision. In [4] the Just Noticeable Blur (JNB) [17], which is defined for
2D images as the minimum amount of perceived blur given a contrast higher than the
JND, is extended to 3D vision through the incorporation of depth into the model.
2.4 Image sharpness assessment
Audivisual content is create in astonishing amounts. Images and videos may
present differences not only due to the type of content but also about aspects, such as
lighting conditions, type of sensor, speed of the camera or objects in the scene, among
others. Independently of the aforementioned conditions, quality is a common require-
ment that leads us to the need of image quality assessment (IQA) methods. When
dealing with IQA, subjective quality metrics are the most reliable results [37]; how-
ever, their cost as well as their time requirement make them unfeasible for practical
applications and therefore, subjective metrics are usually restricted to benchmarking
the results of objective metrics.
Objective quality metrics allow us to avoid the costs and time-constraints asso-
ciated to subjective evaluation. The main goal in objective quality assessment is
to provide a metric that correlates well with human judgment of the quality. Ob-
jective quality metrics can be computed directly from the images without human
intervention. Objective metrics are usually divided in three categories according to
the volume of information required about the ground truth image: full-reference (FR),
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reduced-reference (RR), and no-reference (NR).
Full-reference image quality assessment (FR-IQA) methods [38–45] provide the
best objective results; however, the need of the ground truth pristine image makes
this approach unsuitable in most practical applications.
Reduced-reference image quality assessment (RR-IQA) algorithms [38, 46–50] pro-
vide image quality metrics based on limited information of the ground-truth image.
The main difference between RR-IQA methods lies in the principle used to extract
the reduced-reference information from the pristine image, once again the ground
truth image is required.
Although no-reference image quality assessment (NR-IQA) [43, 51–57] usually
requires knowing beforehand the type of distortion that affects the image; e.g., Gaus-
sian blurring, it does not require any information from the ground truth image which
makes it suitable for more general and automatic applications. The strategies used
in classic and state-of-the-art algorithms to assess the sharpness of images can be
roughly classified as: the ones that work in the space domain [43, 53, 96], those using
the transform domain Transform [52, 54, 97–101], and those using characteristics of
the Human Vision System (HVS) [17, 51].
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Chapter 3
SPATIALLY-VARYING DEFOCUS BLUR DETECTION BASED ON THE
QUOTIENT OF SPECTRAL BANDS
Natural images usually include defocus blur due to the existence of objects at
different depths from the camera. In this chapter, we propose a sharpness metric
based on the quotient of high- to low-frequency bands of the log-spectrum of the
image gradients. Using the proposed sharpness metric, we obtain a descriptive dense
sharpness map. We also propose a simple yet effective method to segment out-of-
focus regions using a global threshold which is defined using weak textured regions
present in the input image. Our method was evaluated using two publicly available
datasets. The results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art
methods both, qualitatively as well as quantitatively.
3.1 Introduction
The depth richness of a scene translates into a spatially variable defocus blur in the
captured image which cannot be easily undone with image deconvolution algorithms
not only due to their computational requirements but also because most of the blind
deconvolution algorithms assume spatially invariant blur [22, 102]. Automatic blur
detection is an important element for several computer vision tasks such as spatially-
varying deblurring [103, 104], photo editing [105], image classification [106], depth
estimation [61], saliency detection [107], image segmentation [13], and digital image
forensic analysis [108].
In order to measure the perceived image quality, which impacts the user’s Quality
of Experience (QoE), blurriness metrics were firstly proposed [51, 109]. The consol-
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idation of the blur information from the whole image into a single score reduces the
range of applications of these methods. There is a plethora of methods proposed to
define spatially varying blur from a single image [6–14, 62, 110]; most of the cur-
rent state-of-the-art methods make use of a combination of the following aspects:
the edges’ width [105], the image spectrum magnitude [11, 12], the correlation of
the intensity of neighboring pixels [12, 13], and the behavior of image edges under
re-blurring [14].
The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows. We propose a new
local blur metric defined as the quotient of the mean of high-frequency coefficients to
the mean of low-frequency coefficients of the log-spectrum of the image gradients. To
avoid the use of propagation algorithms [111, 112] which are commonly used when
only sparse blur maps are available [14, 105, 110], we compute the aforementioned
quotient of bands for all the image patches. We also propose a simple yet effective
method to segment out-of-focus regions using a global threshold which is defined
using weak textured regions present in the input image. Our method was evaluated
using two publicly available datasets. The results show that the proposed algorithm
outperforms state-of-the-art methods both, qualitatively as well as quantitatively.
3.2 Related work
In the last decade, single image blur detection has been a very active research topic
mainly due to the increased demand for computer vision and image understanding
applications. Most of the state-of-the-art algorithms in blur detection are multi-
feature and multi-scale [6, 11, 66]. Features used for blur detection can be intensity-
based [113], gradient-based [6, 66], and transform-based [7, 8, 11]. In [105], Bae et
al. use edge’s width information to create a sparse blur map which is propagated to
neighboring pixels using a color-based optimization method [111]. Tang et al. [110]
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propose the use of the spectrum contrast to estimate a defocus map. The spectrum
contrast for a pixel is defined as the absolute difference of the amplitude spectrum
of the pixel and its surrounding neighborhood. A sparse blur map is obtained since
the spectrum contrast is only defined for edge positions; then, alpha matting [112]
is used to obtain a dense blur map. In [114], Wang et al. propose a learning-based
blur detection and segmentation. Crete et al. [115] use the comparison between
the local variation in the input image and the re-blurred image to estimate blurring.
In [8], Chakrabarti et al. estimate the blur kernel as well as the area affected by
motion blur using a sub-band decomposition in the frequency domain. The principles
exposed in [8, 115] are substantially improved by Zhu et al. [62]. Liu et al. [66]
propose the use of multiple blur features: spectrum slope, gradient histogram spam,
and maximum saturation are used to train a classifier that later is used to estimate
the blur map. Shi et al. [6] also, propose an approach that involves multiple blur
features based on gradients, spectra in the frequency domain as well as local filters.
Golestaneh and Karam [7] propose a robust spatially-varying blur detector based on a
high-frequency multiscale fusion and sort transform (HiFST) of gradient magnitudes.
For each image pixel Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients are computed
using patches of different sizes of the input image gradient; then, the absolute value
of the high-frequency band of the DCT coefficients from different scales, i.e., different
patch sizes are combined and used to produce the spatially varying blur map T .
3.3 Description of the proposed method
Fig. 3.1 shows the block diagram of the proposed method. Although the spectral
power is not isotropic in every direction, it has been proved to be larger at horizontal
and vertical directions [63]; therefore, using the luminance component of the input
image, the horizontal and vertical gradient images are computed as Gx and Gy, re-
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.
spectively. The computed gradient images are used to generate a spatially varying
sharpness map based on the log spectrum of local gradient image patches followed
by edge-preserving filtering and texture-based thresholding. Details about the sharp-
ness map generation, edge-preserving filtering, and texture-based thresholding are
presented in the subsequent sections.
3.3.1 Proposed sharpness metric
Most state-of-the-art methods devoted to defining a blur map involve the use of
spectral information [6–8, 11, 12, 110]. Here we propose the use of the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) over fully overlapping patches of the gradient images.
It is known that the two-dimensional power spectrum of natural images varies
considerably between different images and within an image when considering different
orientations. The aforementioned two-dimensional power spectrum can be reduced to
a one-dimensional function of spatial frequency by averaging across all the orientations
[63, 64]. Empirically, it has been shown that the spectral power, averaged over several
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Table 3.1: Average power spectrum parameters for the 200 testing images of the
BSDS500 Berkeley segmentation dataset [1]. Both luminance and image gradients
are evaluated.
Input Slope mean Slope variance
Luminance 2.4 0.069
Gradients 1.5 0.006
natural images, falls with the spatial frequency according to 1/fα where α is close to 2
[63]. There are several theories that attempt to explain this behavior. One of the most
accepted beliefs establishes that it is due to scale invariance of the visual world [63];
another theory says that this behavior of the power spectrum is due to the existence
of edges since edges have a 1/f 2 power spectrum [65]. We have estimated the average
power spectrum of the 200 testing images of the BSDS500 Berkeley segmentation
dataset [1] using both the luminance and the image gradients; average results for the
slope of the power spectrum using linear regression are presented in Table 3.1. The
slope of the power spectrum of the image gradients is more stable than the power
spectrum computed using the image luminance. Motivated by this fact, we propose
the use of the log-power spectrum of the image gradients [63, 110]. Therefore, for each
image pixel, we define N ×N patches of the input image gradients in the horizontal
and vertical directions, Gx and Gy, respectively. We define the log-power spectrum
of the N ×N gradient patch PGk , k ∈ {x, y}, centered at the pixel position (i, j) as
follows:
Fk(i,j)(ω1, ω2) = log10
(( |F (PGk(i, j))|
N2
)2)
(3.1)
In Eq. (3.1), the gradient patch PGk has its mean value removed and F (·) represents
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
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Having a power spectrum that falls off as 1/f 2 means that equal energy will be in
equal octaves [116]; this added to the fact that out-of-focus blur tends to reduce the
energy in high-frequency bands [6] motivate us to propose a sharpness metric defined
as the quotient of the mean of high-frequency bands to the mean of the low-frequency
bands of the average log-power spectrum as follows:
Sk(i, j) =
FHPk(i,j)
FLPk(i,j)
k ∈ {x, y} (3.2)
where FLPk(i,j) and F
HP
k(i,j) are the mean of the low- and high-frequency bands of Fk(i,j)(ω1, ω2),
respectively. The low-frequency FLPk(i,j) and high-frequency F
HP
k(i,j) bands of Fk(i,j)(ω1, ω2)
are defined as follows:
FLPk(i,j) = Fk(i,j)(ω1, ω2) for
√
ω21 + ω
2
2 ≤
pi
4
(3.3)
FHPk(i,j) = Fk(i,j)(ω1, ω2) for
√
ω21 + ω
2
2 ≥
pi
2
(3.4)
Based on performance tests, we decided not to include the range of frequencies
pi
4
<
√
(ω21 + ω
2
2) <
pi
2
. A dense sharpness map is formed with the sharpness metric
Sk defined in Eq. (3.2) as follows:
Mo(i, j) = S
2
x(i, j) + S
2
y(i, j) (3.5)
In Fig. 3.2 an illustration of the proposed sharpness metric given by Eq. (3.5)
for the images out of focus0250.jpg and out of focus0305.jpg of the publicly available
dataset [6] is presented; smaller values of the proposed sharpness metric correspond
to sharper patches on the testing images.
3.3.2 Edge-preserving filtering
In order to homogenize the preliminary sharpness map Mo within neighboring
areas sharing similar sharpness conditions but, keeping at the same time the bound-
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the proposed sharpness metric given by Eq. (3.5) for two
images of the publicly available dataset [6]. Smaller values of the proposed sharpness
metric correspond to sharper patches.
aries between blur and sharp areas; the map Mo is smoothed using an edge-preserving
guided filter approach [117]. The output of the guided filter for pixel (i, j) is given
by:
Mf (u, v) = a(i, j)Ig(u, v) + b(i, j) ∀(u, v) ∈ ω(i, j) (3.6)
where Ig is the filtering guidance map which here corresponds to the input image,
ω(i, j) is a window of size r× r centered at pixel (i, j), and a(i, j), b(i, j) are constant
coefficients within ω(i, j). This model ensures that the filtered image will have an
edge only where the guidance map Ig has one because ∇Mf = a∇Ig, where ∇ is the
gradient operator. The coefficients a(i, j), b(i, j) are obtained for each window w(i, j)
by minimizing the following cost function [117]:
C(i, j) =
∑
(u,v)∈ω(i,j)
[
D(i, j)2 + λa(i, j)2
]
(3.7)
where the data fitting term D(i, j) is defined as D(i, j) = a(i, j)G(u, v) + b(i, j) −
Mo(u, v) and λ is a regularization constant that penalizes large values of a(i, j). In our
implementation and for all the results reported here we use r = 15 and λ = 1× 10−6.
The optimal solutions for a(i, j) and b(i, j) in Eq. (5.9) are given by [117]:
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a(i, j) =
∑
(u,v)∈ω(i,j) Ig(u, v)Mo(u, v)− µ(i, j)Mo(u, v)
[ω(i, j)] (σ(i, j)2 + λ)
(3.8)
b(i, j) = Mo(i, j)− a(i, j)µ(i, j) (3.9)
where [ω(i, j)] represents the number of elements in ω(i, j), Mo(i, j) is the mean of
Mo within the window ω(i, j) and µ(i, j) and σ(i, j)
2 are the mean and variance of Ig
within the window ω(i, j), respectively.
Let ψ(i, j) be the set containing the indices of all overlapping windows containing
the pixel (i, j). In (5.12) and (5.13), it can be seen that a pixel (i, j) contributes to
determining all a(u, v) and b(u, v) with (u, v) ∈ ψ(i, j), then the final filtered output
is given by:
Mf (i, j) =
1
[ω]
∑
(u,v)∈ψ(i,j)
a(u, v)Ig(i, j) + b(u, v) (3.10)
The preliminary sharpness map Mo as well as the filtered output Mf for three
images of the dataset [6] are shown in rows (b) and (c) of Fig. 3.3, respectively.
3.3.3 Foreground-background separation based on weak textured regions
Segmentation of the sharpness map into foreground and background region is a
difficult task; several authors do not include this final step in their work [7, 9, 11, 14],
and those who include it most of the time trust in the matting Laplacian optimization
[112]; however, solutions of an alpha matting algorithm are extremely sensitive to the
initialization. Therefore, we propose a segmentation based on a single threshold
defined for each image.
Edge detection is associated with abrupt changes of intensity; i.e., high-frequency
content; therefore, edges detected in an image that includes out-of-focus blur, most
of the time are within the sharp region and the boundaries between sharp and blur
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Figure 3.3: Sample results of different stages of the proposed method. (a) Input
images from the dataset [6], (b) preliminary sharpness map Mo defined by Eq. (3.5),
(c) sharpness map after guided edge preserving filtering as defined by Eq. (5.14), (d)
enhanced sharpness map as defined by Eq. (3.11), (e) detected weak texture regions
colored in red and, (f) final segmented sharpness map as defined by Eq. (3.16).
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regions. Based on this observation, we use the positions of pixels that belong to edges
in the input image and Mf to create an enhanced map Mfe which later is thresholded
using a global threshold Th.
In order to define Mfe we firstly detect edges in the input image using Sobel
edge detector. Let E be the number of pixels detected as edges, then with the pixel
positions ek for k ∈ [1, ..., E] we define the enhanced map as follows:
Mfe(i, j) = log10 (1 + |Mf (i, j)| · F (i, j)) (3.11)
where F (i, j) is the cardinality of the set defined for every pixel position (i, j) as
follows:
{1 |Mf (i, j) < Mf (ek)} , ∀k ∈ [1, ..., E] (3.12)
Since defocus blur removes or at least weakens the image texture; in order to
define the global threshold Th we first define the set Γ as formed for the positions of
all pixels that belong to weak textured regions, then Th is defined as follows:
Th = max {Mfe(i, j)} , ∀(i, j) ∈ Γ (3.13)
To define Γ; i.e., the set of positions of weak texture regions caused by defocus
blur, we first create a map based on the spectrum contrast [110], which is given by:
Ts(i, j) =
∑
γ∈{r,c}
∣∣∣∣ 1eφγ(i,j) − σ2b
∣∣∣∣ (3.14)
where φγ(i, j) is the inverse Fourier transform of Φγ(ω1, ω2), Φr and Φc are the spec-
trum contrast along rows and columns, respectively, which are defined as:
Φγ(ω1, ω2) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣log |If (ω1, ω2)| − 1Q
∑
(ωx,ωy)∈Ωγ
log |If (ωx, ωy)|
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3.15)
In Eq. (3.15) to reduce the influence of image noise, If is defined as the Fourier
Transform of the input image after being filtered with a Gaussian kernel with σb = 0.5;
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Ωr and Ωc are the vertical and horizontal windows centered at position (ω1, ω2) of
sizes 1 × Q and Q × 1, respectively. In our implementation and for all the results
reported we used Q = 23.
Weak texture regions on the input image are defined by analyzing the eigenvalues
of the covariance matrix as reported in [118, 119]. The method proposed in [119]
was adopted and applied to Ts(i, j). Naturally textureless regions that belong to the
focused region may be flagged as weak texture regions caused by defocus blur, e.g.,
small parts of leaves, flowers, and human skin; therefore, we discard detected spots
of weak texture regions having a connectivity smaller than 15 pixels.
The final segmented sharpness map Ms(i, j) is computed as follows:
Ms(i, j) =

Mfe(i, j), if Mfe(i, j) ≥ Th.
0, if Mfe(i, j) < Th.
(3.16)
where Mfe is the enhanced map as defined in Eq. (3.11). Additionally, in order to
obtain a binary map Ms(i, j), Mfe(i, j) can be replaced with 1 in Eq. (3.16).
3.4 Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method quantitatively
and qualitatively.
For quantitative comparison, we evaluate our method using the public dataset of
Shi et al. [6] which provides 704 images partially affected by defocus blur. We use
the precision-recall curves in order to compare quantitatively the performance of the
proposed algorithm. The precision is the number of pixels correctly selected divided
by the total number of selected pixels. The recall on the other hand, is the number
of pixels that were selected correctly divided by the total number of ground truth
pixels. The aforementioned description for precision and recall are defined by Eq.
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(3.17) and Eq. (3.18) where BD represents the set of detected blurred pixels and BGT
represents the set of ground truth blurred pixels, for ground truth blurred pixels we
use the hand-segmented blurred pixels provided in the dataset [6].
precision =
BD ∩BGT
BD
(3.17)
recall =
BD ∩BGT
BGT
(3.18)
Fig. 3.4 shows precision-recall curves for the proposed method together with nine
existing methods including Golestaneh et al. [7], Chakrabarti et al. [8], Shi et al., [6],
Shi et al. [9], Su et al. [10], Tang et al. [11], Vu et al. [12], Yi et al. [13] and Zhuo
et al. [14]. The code made publicly available by these authors was used in all cases.
These results show that the proposed method outperforms the competing algorithms
for the higher values of recall which is the goal in a precision-recall space [120].
Additionally, a running time comparison for the evaluated blur detection methods
is provided in Table 3.2. Reported timing corresponds to average running time on the
704 out-of-focus images provided in dataset [6]. An Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5500 CPU
@2.4GHz laptop with 16GB of RAM installed was used. The proposed algorithm is
more than six times faster on average than the closest competing algorithm in the
precision-recall curve; i.e., Golestaneh et al [7].
For qualitative comparison, Fig. 3.5 shows results in several images of the dataset
[6]. Clearly the proposed algorithm provides results closer to the ground truth; more-
over, only the proposed algorithm and Yi et al [13] can provide background/foreground
segmented results; i.e., binary masks besides the classic blur map.
In Vu et al. [12], subjective sharpness maps were created for 6 color images. The
judgment of eleven subjects was averaged to create subjective sharpness maps with a
resolution of 8× 8 pixels which have at least 206 and at most 245 different sharpness
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Figure 3.4: Precision-Recall curves for [6–14] and the proposed method evaluated
using the defocus images of dataset [6]. The proposed method achieves the highest
precision when recall is larger than 0.91. Note that low values of recall correspond to
poor detection of the correct pixels so a high precision with low recall can be reached
by detecting correctly a single pixel.
levels. Qualitative results on the dataset [12] are presented in Fig. 3.6. Since in this
case the ground truth sharpness map is not binary as in [6] we have included not only
the result given by Ms but also the map before global thresholding; i.e., Mfe given
by Eq. (3.11). In order to compare the similarity between the grayscale ground-
truth sharpness maps provided in [12] and the results of blur detection methods, we
used the full reference structural similarity index (SSIM) [38]. Comparative results
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Table 3.2: Average running time of blur detection methods
Method Time [s] Implementation
Vu et al. [12] 13.09 Matlab
Golestaneh et al. [7] 213.5 Matlab
Chakrabarti et al. [8] 3.36 Matlab
Shi et al. [9] 14.53 Matlab and C mex
Su et al. [10] 16.32 Matlab
Tang et al. [11] 0.055 Matlab and C mex
Yi et al. [13] 29.44 Matlab and C mex
Zhuo et al. [14] 21.21 Matlab
Proposed 32.71 Matlab
of the SSIM index are presented in Fig. 3.7 where the proposed method shows better
performance.
3.5 Conclusion
In this Chapter we have presented a novel algorithm to detect defocus blur from
a single image. The proposed method uses a blur/sharpness metric defined as the
quotient of high- to low-frequency bands of the log-spectrum of the image gradients.
Additionally, a foreground-background segmentation that uses a global threshold de-
fined using weak textured regions on the input image is presented. The proposed
segmentation approach avoids the commonly used alpha matting algorithm which
is very sensitive to the initialization. The proposed method outperforms state-of-
the-art methods both quantitatively and qualitatively and, its non-optimized Matlab
implementation shows a competitive running time.
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Figure 3.5: Blur detection results achieved by the methods: [6–14] and the proposed
one over images of the publicly available dataset [6].
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Figure 3.6: Blur detection results achieved by the methods: [7, 9–14] and the pro-
posed one over images of the publicly available dataset [12]. The proposed method,
before and after global thresholding, i,e, Mfe and Ms, respectively, are included for
comparison because the ground-truth sharpness map in the evaluated dataset is not
binary.
Figure 3.7: SSID index between the ground-truth sharpness map provided by the
publicly available dataset[12] and the blur detection results of the methods [6–14]
and the proposed one with and without thresholding, Ms and Mfe, respectively.
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Chapter 4
ROBUST RADIAL DISTORTION CORRECTION BASED ON ALTERNATE
OPTIMIZATION
A robust radial distortion correction method that requires only a single image of
the distorted imaged pattern is presented. The method is robust to the orientation
of the imaged pattern and does not require the availability of the ideal reference
regularly structured pattern which can be recreated from detected features in the dis-
torted image. Radial distortion parameters, i.e., the Center of Distortion (CoD) and
radial distortion coefficients (RDC), are optimized by minimizing corresponding cost
functions in an alternate manner. Tests with synthetic and real data are presented
in order to illustrate the performance robustness of the proposed algorithm.
4.1 Introduction
The pinhole camera model is frequently used in computer vision applications in order
to project 3D scene points to 2D image points; however, off-the-shelf cameras do not
precisely satisfy the ideal pinhole model due to lens distortion and mounting defects.
Although the overall distortion results from the combination of radial, decentering,
and thin prism distortion [31], the last two are usually negligible for most of the com-
mercial cameras [32]. Consequently, radial distortion (RD) is frequently the source
of distortion that is modeled. Furthermore, it has been shown that more elaborate
models not only provide a negligible improvement but they can also cause numerical
instability [33]. RD can be a significant factor of distortion in wide angle and low
focal length lenses.
The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows. We presents a novel
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radial distortion correction (RDC) method that requires only the distorted image of a
regularly structured pattern and that does not require availability of the correspond-
ing ideal reference pattern. The proposed RDC method is based on an alternating
optimization process where the estimated CoD and radial distortion model parameters
are refined through alternate minimization of two corresponding cost functions. We
compare the proposed method with a state-of-the-art algorithm using their publicly
available implementation and demonstrate that our algorithm has a better perfor-
mance, both quantitatively and qualitatively.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides a background related
to radial distortion correction. In Section 4.3 the proposed algorithm is described in
detail. Quantitative and qualitative results are presented in Section 4.4. Finally a
conclusion is provided in Section 4.5.
4.2 Related work
Based on the pinhole camera model, a three-dimensional scene point is ideally
represented on the image plane by the undistorted pixel Pu = (xu, yu); however, due
to radial distortion, the position of Pu is radially displaced with respect to the Center
of Distortion (CoD) along the line that links the CoD and Pu resulting in the distorted
pixel Pd = (xd, yd).
Many distortion models have been proposed [31, 71, 74, 76, 77, 121]; however,
the most used ones are [31] and [76]. In the even-order polynomial model [31], the
distorted (xd, yd) and undistorted (xu, yu) pixels are related as follows:
xu = (xd − Cx)F (Λ) + Cx
yu = (yd − Cy)F (Λ) + Cy
(4.1)
where (Cx, Cy) denotes the location of the CoD in pixels with respect to the top-left
corner of the image, Λ = [λ1, λ2, ..., λL] is the set of RDC, and F (Λ) is given by:
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F (Λ) = 1 +
L∑
i=1
λir
2i
d (4.2)
In (4.2), rd is the normalized Euclidean distance between the distorted pixel Pd and
the CoD given by:
rd =
√(
xd − Cx
γ
)2
+
(
yd − Cy
γ
)2
(4.3)
where the normalization factor γ is defined as the diagonal length of the input image.
An alternative model [76], known as the division model, which can handle distor-
tions with lower orders than the polynomial model, is given by:
xu =
(xd − Cx)
F (Λ)
+ Cx
yu =
(yd − Cy)
F (Λ)
+ Cy
(4.4)
Practical tests [33, 72, 82] have shown that the use of more than two parame-
ters (L > 2 in Equation (4.2)) provides no significant improvement; moreover, it was
shown that the estimation of less parameters is more robust [82, 122].
Many methods have been proposed for estimating radial distortion parameters.
Radial distortion (RD) correction methods can be broadly classified into three groups.
The first group consists of methods that make use of known features in a single im-
age of a calibration pattern. The used pattern can be planar [2, 31, 33, 71–73] or
tridimensional [74, 75]. The second group consists of methods that make use of cor-
respondences across multiple images [33, 71, 74–81]. Multi-view methods use feature
correspondences among images and projective geometry [78]. Besides requiring multi-
ple images, these methods require the imaged scene to be static and non-deformable.
The third group consists of methods known as plumb-line methods which exploit the
fact that tridimensional straight lines in the scene are imaged as curves [32, 71, 77, 82–
86]. These approaches are well suited for images that include man-made structure
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.
i.e., images containing straight lines. In most cases, these latter methods require user
intervention in order to specify which lines in the image are straight lines in the scene.
Since RD correction is a non-linear problem most of the proposed methods have an
iterative nature. Closed form solutions can be reached under certain constrains that
limit the accuracy or robustness. Some approaches [76, 79] consider the CoD to be
known a-priori or assume it to be the image center. However, in [74] it is indicated
that the CoD has a considerable offset with respect to the image center.
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4.3 Description of the proposed method
The flowchart of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.1. The procedure starts
with a single image of the pattern which may include radial distortion, blurring, and
noise. The algorithm proposed in [123], whose implementation is freely available, was
used to define the positions of corners in the distorted image, i.e., P kid =
(
xkid, y
k
id
)
, k =
1, 2, ..., N , where N is the total number of detected corner features. Based on the
structure of the detected features Pid, the undistorted positions of the corners of a
regularly structured reference pattern P kpu =
(
xkpu, y
k
pu
)
, k = 1, 2, ..., N are estimated
considering a regular rectangular array.
The radial distortion parameters are initialized as follows. The position of the CoD
is initialized as the center of the input image. Although we tested other more complex
initialization methods for the CoD such as the ones provided by [76], [78] these resulted
in no significant improvement neither in accuracy of the radial distortion correction
nor in processing time. The radial distortion coefficients Λ were initialized with the
value of 0.1.
4.3.1 Radial distortion correction
Let P kid =
(
xkid, y
k
id
)
be the kth corner detected in the distorted imaged pattern,
k = 1, 2, .., N , where N is the total number of detected features. Radial distortion
correction is applied to P kid according to (4.4). The resulting undistorted corners’
positions P kiu =
(
xkiu, y
k
iu
)
, k = 1, 2, .., N are used to compute a homography that will
be used to map P kiu to the pattern plane.
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4.3.2 Computation of the Homography
Let (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) be a pair of corresponding scene features of a planar
surface under two different views. In a distortion free situation such pairs are related
by a homography [124] as follows:
[x1, y1, 1]
T = H · [x2, y2, 1]T (4.5)
Since radial distortion is present we need to determine the Homography H that
best models the correspondences Piu ↔ Ppu using (4.5). The computed homography
H is used to map undistorted pattern corners Piu as well as the current position of
the CoD = (Cx, Cy) from the image plane to the pattern plane as follows:
P kiuH = H · P kiu ∀k
CoDH = H · CoD
(4.6)
where the homogeneous notation has been omitted for convenience. These mapped
features together with the reconstructed undistorted reference pattern positions Ppu
are used to compute the appropriated cost functions.
4.3.3 Cost functions
Two cost functions, YCoD and YRDC , are defined for the estimation of the CoD
and RDC, respectively. Under ideal conditions, a non-distorted feature Piu, its corre-
sponding radially distorted position Pid and the CoD are collinear; however, a slight
error in the CoD position breaks the aforementioned condition and a triangle is formed
with the three points. Therefore, we adopt as a cost function YCoD the sum of the
areas of all the triangles formed by the current CoDH and the matched Ppu and
PiuH ; i.e., the areas formed by the aforementioned points in the pattern plane. The
triangles’ areas are efficiently computed using determinants.
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Figure 4.2: Graph of radial distortion |rd − ru| versus radial distorted positions rd for
a pattern distorted according to (4.12) with λ1d = −0.5. Noiseless positions of the
pattern corners were used. The image resolution is 640× 480.
Provided a detected pattern with N corners, the kth area defined by the CoDH =
(CHx, CHy), P
k
pu =
(
xkpu, y
k
pu
)
and P kiuH =
(
xkiuH , y
k
iuH
)
, is given by:
Ak =
1
2
∣∣det(Mk)∣∣ (4.7)
where Mk is given by:
Mk =

1 1 1
CHx x
k
pu x
k
iuH
CHy y
k
pu y
k
iuH
 (4.8)
Finally, the new CoD is estimated by minimizing the following cost function YCoD:
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Table 4.1: Comparison of average radial distortion error between the method pre-
sented in [2] and the proposed one. The performance is evaluated for different levels
of radial distortion given by −0.9 <= λ1d <= −0.1 and different amounts of noise
given by σ added to the ground-truth distorted corners positions in the testing image.
Proposed algorithm Algorithm [2]
λ1d σ = 0 σ = 0.5 σ = 1 σ = 1.5 σ = 2 σ = 2.5 σ = 3 σ = 0 σ = 0.5 σ = 1 σ = 1.5 σ = 2 σ = 2.5 σ = 3
-0.9 29.19 27.52 27.39 26.58 27.21 27.26 28.21 42.54 41.03 41.60 42.42 43.19 43.97 43.39
-0.8 11.83 10.96 10.88 10.70 10.71 11.41 10.88 19.86 19.32 19.29 19.88 20.66 21.48 23.32
-0.7 4.67 4.30 4.29 4.06 4.05 3.77 4.03 9.36 8.70 8.07 7.78 6.29 5.48 4.71
-0.6 1.81 1.59 1.60 1.57 1.27 1.51 1.86 5.50 4.58 4.80 4.84 4.59 4.52 4.34
-0.5 0.67 0.61 0.38 0.40 0.33 0.68 0.72 3.61 3.38 3.49 3.06 0.36 2.74 7.05
-0.4 0.23 0.20 0.03 0.11 0.23 0.17 0.30 1.42 0.98 0.50 0.55 2.88 5.82 1.29
-0.3 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.14 0.29 0.09 1.02 0.68 0.15 1.98 3.52 5.23 5.65
-0.2 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.07 0.00 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.33 1.65 2.59 0.40 3.68 3.02
-0.1 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.06 0.39 0.31 0.53 0.33 1.16 2.00 1.02 1.02 1.81
CoD = min
(Cx,Cy)
YCoD = min
(Cx,Cy)
N∑
k=1
Ak (4.9)
The RDC cost function YRDC , is defined as the sum of the Euclidean distances
P kpuP
k
iuH between the matches P
k
pu = (x
k
pu, y
k
pu)↔ P kiuH = (xkiuH , ykiuH) ∀k.
The radial distortion coefficients Λ are thus obtained by minimizing the sum of the
aforementioned distances as follows:
Λ = min
Λ
YRDC = min
Λ
N∑
k=1
P kpuP
k
iuH (4.10)
where P kiuH are computed using (4.4) and (4.6).
We define the parameters’ vector for iteration r as ∆r = [Cx, Cy, λ1, λ2, ..., λL].
The iterative optimization of the two cost functions YCoD and YRDC is performed and
is stopped when the following condition is satisfied:
‖∆r −∆r−1‖1 < T (4.11)
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Table 4.2: Average radial distortion error of the proposed method for pincushion
radial distortion; i.e., λ1d > 0.
Proposed algorithm
λ1d σ = 0 σ = 0.5 σ = 1 σ = 1.5 σ = 2 σ = 2.5 σ = 3
0.1 0.001 0.021 0.033 0.006 0.167 0.150 0.167
0.2 0.008 0.005 0.018 0.080 0.143 0.054 0.135
0.3 0.023 0.039 0.024 0.008 0.026 0.060 0.094
0.4 0.050 0.061 0.015 0.081 0.066 0.053 0.015
0.5 0.089 0.124 0.104 0.067 0.083 0.075 0.055
0.6 0.142 0.188 0.193 0.212 0.322 0.046 0.011
0.7 0.209 0.245 0.269 0.233 0.211 0.170 0.193
0.8 0.291 0.377 0.347 0.383 0.259 0.319 0.334
0.9 0.389 0.519 0.464 0.513 0.457 0.531 0.512
where ‖·‖1 is the `1-norm and T is a threshold whose value was experimentally set to
5× 10−4. This value is independent of the level of distortion in the test image and of
the amount of noise that can be present in the corners’ positions.
4.4 Results
In order to illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm under noisy esti-
mation of the pattern corners we synthetically distorted a pattern using a second-order
polynomial radial distortion model (4.1) as follows:
xd = (xu − Csx)(1 + λ1drd2) + Csx
yd = (yu − Csy)(1 + λ1drd2) + Csy
(4.12)
where rd is computed as in (4.3) and (Csx, Csy) represents the CoD position used in
the simulations. The polynomial coefficient λ1d was varied from -0.9 to -0.1 with a
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step-size of 0.1. A zero-mean Gaussian noise N (0, σ) was added to the ground-truth
positions of the distorted corners. The noise standard deviation σ was varied from 0
to 3 pixels with a step-size of 0.5 pixels. Monte Carlo simulations with 150 random
trials were performed for every value of λ1d and σ.
The radial distortion of a pixel is defined as |rd − ru| [74], where rd and ru are,
respectively, the distorted and undistorted radii, defined as the Euclidean distances
from the corresponding distorted or undistorted pixel to the CoD. Fig. 4.2 shows the
plot of the radial distortion versus the distorted radius for a pattern synthetically
distorted using (4.12) with λ1d = −0.5 and under noiseless conditions (σ = 0) for
the pattern corners (ground-truth solid black curve). Fig. 4.2 also shows the plots of
radial distortion versus the distorted radius that are generated based on the estimated
RD parameters using the proposed method (dashed red curve) and the method of [2]
(dotted blue curve).
The average radial distortion error defined as the average of the absolute difference
between the ground-truth radial distortion curve in Fig. 4.2 and the estimated one
is used as a performance evaluation metric. Comparative results for the method
presented in [2] and the proposed one are presented in Table 4.1 for−0.9 ≤ λ1d ≤ −0.1
and for different noise levels. Table 4.2 presents results of the average radial distortion
error for λ1d = 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9. Results from [2] have not been included in this table
since [2] fails for distorted images with λ1d > 0; i.e., images with a pincushion-like
radial distortion. Table 4.3 presents results for the average CoD error between the
method presented in [2] and the proposed one. Smaller values of error are presented
in bold.
Finally, in order to provide a qualitative comparison we applied the proposed
algorithm to the test image used in [2]. The undistorted image using the algorithm
of [2] and the proposed one are shown in Figs. 4.3(b) & 4.3(c), respectively. Similarly
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Table 4.3: Comparison of average CoD error between the method presented in [2] and
the proposed one. The performance is evaluated for different levels of RD given by
−0.9 ≤ λ1d ≤ −0.1 and different amounts of noise given by σ added to the ground-
truth distorted corners positions in the testing image. Smaller values of error are
presented in bold.
Proposed algorithm Algorithm [2]
λ1d σ = 0 σ = 0.5 σ = 1 σ = 1.5 σ = 2 σ = 2.5 σ = 3 σ = 0 σ = 0.5 σ = 1 σ = 1.5 σ = 2 σ = 2.5 σ = 3
-0.9 0.3 3.1 6.5 9.3 13.8 16.0 19.0 0.0 0.3 2.3 4.9 10.0 18.7 22.7
-0.8 0.2 3.6 7.2 10.8 14.8 17.5 21.3 0.0 1.0 1.9 5.2 12.4 20.4 40.6
-0.7 0.2 4.1 7.8 12.6 16.5 20.1 24.7 0.0 1.1 3.9 9.3 16.6 30.5 102.8
-0.6 0.1 4.8 8.8 15.6 19.1 25.7 28.7 0.0 1.1 4.9 12.4 23.5 42.2 314.8
-0.5 0.0 6.0 12.8 16.5 23.0 27.9 30.9 0.0 2.6 9.1 20.0 45.4 176.2 342.0
-0.4 0.0 7.7 15.1 21.5 27.9 38.1 40.0 0.0 3.1 15.4 42.3 162.1 386.1 1257.3
-0.3 0.0 10.2 21.4 30.7 37.7 43.3 51.1 0.0 5.7 29.6 266.3 301.2 483.6 1077.0
-0.2 0.0 16.0 29.2 41.6 48.4 57.6 57.9 0.0 15.1 70.7 87.0 801.0 99.9 1124.1
-0.1 0.0 32.4 50.5 57.9 58.1 67.6 66.7 0.0 104.1 616.2 400.7 512.2 1260.4 1728.5
in Fig. 4.4 results of radial distortion correction for a real image acquired with the
same camera used for input image of Fig. 4.3 are shown. In Figs. 4.3 & 4.4 a straight
line has been added to the corrected images to stress the better performance of the
proposed algorithm, as compared to the method of [2]. This is especially apparent
when comparing the upper borders in Figs. 4.4(b) & 4.4(c).
4.5 Conclusion
A noise-robust radial distortion correction method is presented to estimate the
radial distortion coefficients as well as the center of distortion through an alternating
optimization process. The algorithm was tested for different values of radial distortion
parameters as well as under different amounts of noise. Experimental results with
synthetic and real distorted images show that the proposed method results in an
improved performance in terms of estimation accuracy and also in terms of robustness
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.3: Radial distortion correction applied to a test image: (a) original distorted
image taken from [2], (b) undistorted results using the algorithm of [2], and (c)
undistorted result using the proposed method.
to noisy conditions.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.4: Radial distortion correction applied to a real image acquired with the
same camera used for Fig. 4.3 : (a) original distorted image taken from [2], (b)
undistorted results using the algorithm of [2], and (c) undistorted result using the
proposed method.
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Chapter 5
SHARPNESS ENHANCEMENT OF STEREO IMAGES USING A
DEPTH-BASED PER-PIXEL REGULARIZATION
Blur is one of the causes of visual discomfort in stereopsis. The application of 2D
off-the-shelf image sharpening algorithms to the left and right view can produce an in-
terdifference which causes eyestrain and visual fatigue for the viewer. Additionally, it
has been shown, through subjective tests, that the perception of sharpness is affected
by depth. A 3D sharpness enhancement method for stereo images that incorporates
binocular vision cues as well as depth information is presented. The proposed algo-
rithm decomposes each of the input stereo images into a base and a detail layer. The
visibility thresholds maps given by the Binocular Just Noticeable Difference (BJND),
which include binocular mechanisms such as luminance and contrast masking are
combined with the depth of objects in the scene, i.e., the disparity maps to provide
a per-pixel depth-weighted regularization to the computation of the base layer. The
detail layer, defined using the input images and the computed base layer is boosted
and then added to the base layer to provide the final sharpness enhanced images. The
proposed sharpness enhancement method results in a low interdifference error of cor-
responding positions of the stereo pair and in an enhanced subjective visual quality.
Comparative quantitative results in terms of interdifference using a publicly available
dataset show that the proposed algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms.
Qualitative and subjective evaluation results are also included in order to show the
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perceived visual quality improvement provided by the proposed algorithm.
5.1 Introduction
In the last decades there have been considerable improvements in three-dimensional
(3D) technologies that make use of stereoscopy to provide depth perception. In stere-
oscopy, two offset images are presented to each eye of the viewer. However, stereo-
scopic based technologies still suffer from issues related to visual discomfort, eyestrain,
headache, and nausea [34] which can negatively affect the viewer’s quality of expe-
rience (QoE). These issues are further accentuated by the presence of mismatches
between corresponding views of a stereo image pair.
Stereoscopic video systems require the use of efficient source coding schemes due to
the high bandwidth required compared with mono-video systems [89]. Source coding
together with other stereoscopic effects such as crosstalk and 2D-to-3D conversion
can add an extra amount of blur, which has been shown to cause annoyance, visual
discomfort as well as depth cue conflicts [34]. Although sharpness enhancement is
a common feature in modern 3D-display systems, the lack of blur may also cause
visual discomfort due to an accentuated accommodation-vergence conflict. Therefore,
sharpness enhancement needs to be depth aware in order to preserve as much as
possible real-world vision conditions; i.e., objects in front of and behind the fixation
point should be blurred in proportion to their distance with respect to the fixation
point. Stereo enhancement methods have been proposed [3, 4] with the aim to improve
the perceived quality of stereo images and alleviate some of the aforementioned issues.
In particular, sharpness enhancement methods for stereo images have been proposed
to reduce blur and provide an enhanced perceived depth [3, 4].
Efforts to reduce undesirable blur have been abundantly reported for 2D visual
applications [27, 90–94]. As indicated above, blur is also perceived in 3D vision and
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the application of 2D sharpening/deblurring algorithms to each view independently
was a natural first step. However, multiple subjective studies [4, 15, 34–36] have shown
that aspects such as depth, binocular luminance and binocular contrast masking must
be considered when enhancing 3D images.
An important concept introduced to understand the Human Visual System (HVS)
is the Just Noticeable Difference (JND) which is the smallest intensity difference that
can be distinguished from a background of constant intensity [95]. In [4] the Just
Noticeable Blur (JNB) [17], which is defined for 2D images as the minimum amount of
perceived blur given a contrast higher than the JND, is extended to 3D vision through
the incorporation of depth into the model. It is concluded that perceived sharpness
is a function of objects’ depth in the scene; moreover, a 3D sharpening algorithm
whose enhancement is linearly controlled by depth is proposed. Since the disparity is
directly used in [4] for the depth information, the resulting enhanced images included
artifacts in occluded regions; i.e., regions where disparity is not defined.
The idea of enhancing the perceived quality using depth information has also
been reported in [125]. Inspired by techniques used in artworks as well as findings
in neurology, a spatial importance function (SIF) is defined as the difference between
the depth buffer and its lowpass filtered version. The SIF is used to modify either the
luminance, color or contrast of the input image by adding a globally-weighted version
of the SIF to the input image.
In [15] the concept of JND is extended to binocular vision (BJND). The BJND
is defined based on two psychophysical experiments that exploit the luminance and
contrast masking effects in binocular vision. In [3] a sharpness enhancement algorithm
based on the concept of BJND is presented. In this latter method, sharpness is first
enhanced in both views using an off-the-shelf 2D sharpness enhancement algorithm;
then, the enhanced images are post-processed in order to guarantee that the left and
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right view’s intensity mismatches (interdifferences), which are caused by applying
the 2D sharpening separately to each view, do not significantly exceed the BJND.
The Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear optimization procedure [126] is used to solve
the cost function which accounts for the stereo interdifferences between the input left
and right images of a stereo pair and their enhanced versions, under the assumption
that the input unenhanced views of a stereo image have zero interdifference.
The method of [3] makes use of 2D sharpness enhancement algorithms that are
applied separately to the left- and right-views. These 2D enhancement methods are
not optimized for the 3D viewing experience, can introduce significant mismatches
that are harder to correct, and require post-processing steps to reduce the resulting
mismatches.
In this chapter we present a perceptual-based 3D stereo sharpness enhancement
algorithm that performs the sharpness enhancement on the left- and right-views while
minimizing the perceived interdifferences between the views. The perceptual thresh-
olds are determined based on the Binocular JND (BJND) [15] which we use, together
with the disparity information to provide an adaptive per-pixel regularization that
controls the sharpening effect according to the scene-depth information. Experimental
results and subjective test evaluations show that the proposed algorithm can produce
sharper images and lower interdifferences than other state-of-the-art methods.
The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows. The proposed algorithm is
described in detail in Section 5.2. Results are presented in Section 5.3 and a conclusion
is given in Section 5.4.
5.2 Proposed algorithm
The application of 2D enhancement algorithms to each view of a 3D stereo image
pair can produce high levels of interdifference noise between corresponding positions
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in both stereo images, which can cause discomfort, fatique, nausea, and a signifi-
cant decrease in the viewer’s quality of experience. Thus, it is necessary that the
interdifference noise added by the sharpness enhancement process be kept as small
as possible and preferably below the visibility threshold. A model that estimates the
visibility threshold in a binocular setup was proposed in [15]. The BJND provides
the visibility thresholds below which the human visual system is unable to perceive
changes.
As stated earlier, in [3] a post-processing stage is incorporated in order to reduce
the interdifference noise that is introduced by applying separately 2D sharpness en-
hancement to the left- and right-image of a stereo pair. Although the introduced
interdifference noise is reduced through post-processing, we show in this work that a
smaller interdifference and a better perceived quality can be obtained through the di-
rect application of 3D stereo enhancement that can jointly enhance the visual quality
of the left- and right-views. In [4], although the depth of objects in the scene is used to
control the sharpness enhancement still 2D sharpness enhancement is performed sep-
arately to the left- and right-image without accounting for the interdifference added
to the images.
This work presents a 3D sharpness enhancement method that adapts the level
of enhancement for the left- and right-views of a stereo image pair based on the
visibility thresholds as well as the depth of objects in the scene. A block diagram of
the proposed method is presented in Fig. 5.1. Initially, perceptual BJND-based left-
and right-maps are generated using right- and left-views of the input stereo image.
The obtained BJND maps together with the disparity information are used to detect
the perceptually significant high-frequency image content, denoted as detail layer,
that needs to be enhanced. This is done by first generating a base layer consisting of
relatively perceptually insignificant image content and then subtracting the generated
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.
base layer from the input stereo image, which results in the perceptually significant
detail layer to be enhanced. The BJND maps as well as the depth of objects in
the scene, which is embedded in the disparity maps, are used to provide a per-pixel
depth-weighted regularization when computing the base layers qS where S ∈ {L,R}
and where L, R corresponds to the left and right image, respectively. The subtraction
of the base layer qS from the corresponding input view IS results in the detail layer
which is boosted and added to the base layer in order to define the final sharpness
enhanced result as follows:
ISsharp = α
(
IS − qS)+ qS = αvS + qS (5.1)
Although α is a constant boosting factor greater than 1, the proposed method applies
boosting individually to each pixel because the detail layer is generated using scene
depth information provided by the disparity maps and local visibility thresholds in-
formation provided by the BJND maps. For example, pixels with a higher visibility
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threshold (less sensitive pixels) and smaller depth from the viewer (higher disparity)
will be more enhanced [4]. For visualization purposes, the enhanced images can be
viewed using a stereoscopic monitor or can be used to create an anaglyph which can
be visualized in any monitor by using red-cyan glasses.
5.2.1 Perceptual map based on the BJND model
When sharpening a stereo image pair it is necessary to know, in a binocular
framework, which pixels are more sensitive to the interdifference of the luminance
between the left and right views. The JND has been successfully applied in 2D image
and video processing tasks such as coding [127], super-resolution [95], watermarking
[128], quality evaluation [129] among others. However, since the JND is based on
monocular vision it is not well suited to stereoscopic applications where binocular
vision aspects such as combination and rivalry need to be incorporated in the model.
In [15] a binocular-JND (BJND) model was presented. In order to incorporate
the binocular luminance and contrast masking effects in the model two psychophys-
ical experiments were developed. A free cross-talk effect, mirror-based stereoscopic
display using two identical LCD monitors was used in the experiments. Several sub-
jects from both genders participated in the psychophysical experiments where the
viewing distance was constrained to 1.5 times the monitor height. The BJND model
provides a per-pixel visibility threshold for the stereo interdifference; i.e., it defines
the maximum distortion that can be introduced in one view (left or right) without
being perceived by the HVS in a binocular setup.
Given the left and right input views IL and IR, respectively, as well as the corre-
sponding disparity maps dL and dR, the BJND for the left image, BJNDL(i, j, dR),
is defined in [15] as follows:
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BJNDL(i, j, dR) = Tc (bgR, ehR) ·
(
1−
(
nR
Tc (bgR, ehR)
)λ)1/λ
(5.2)
where bgR is the background luminance computed as the luminance average of a 5×5
sliding window centered at in the pixel with coordinates (i, j) and with a disparity dR
in the right image. ehR and nR are respectively, the edge height and noise amplitude
at location (i, j) in 5.2 for the right image. The parameter λ, which is experimentally
defined in [15] as 1.25, controls the influence of the right-view noise.
In Eq. (5.2), Tc (bgR, ehR) establishes that the visibility thresholds depend on the
background luminance and edges height; it is given by:
Tc (bg, eh) = Tlimit (bg) +K (bg) · eh (5.3)
where the expressions for Tlimit and K (bg), defined through psychophysical experi-
ments in [15], are given, respectively, by
Tlimit (bg) =

0.0027 (bg2 − 96·bg) + 8, 0 ≤ bg < 48
0.0001 (bg2 − 32·bg) + 1.7, 48 ≤ bg < 255
(5.4)
K (bg) = −10−6 (0.7 · bg2 + 32 · bg)+ 0.07 (5.5)
The edge height eh at location (i, j) is given by:
eh (i, j) =
√
E2H (i, j) + E
2
V (i, j) (5.6)
where EH and EV are horizontal and vertical gradient approximations given by:
Ek (i, j) =
1
24
5∑
h=1
5∑
v=1
IR (i− 3 + h, j − 3 + v) · gk (h, v), k ∈ {H, V } (5.7)
In Eq. (5.7), gH and gV are 5×5 horizontal and vertical Sobel operators, respectively.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.2: Left and right views are in the left and right columns, respectively. (a)
Input Art stereo image pair from [5], (b) BJND maps [15], lighter pixels in the
BJND maps correspond to pixels with higher perceptual thresholds, (c) ground-truth
disparity maps used in the filtering process to provide per-pixel regularization, lighter
pixels in the disparity map correspond to points closer to the viewer in the scene.
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For illustration, Fig. 5.2 shows an example of BJND maps (second row) and
ground-truth disparity maps (third row) for the Art stereo pair (first row) from the
Middlebury dataset [5]. The BJND maps shown in Fig. 5.2 were computed using
nR = nL = 0 in Eq. (5.2), i.e., we assume the input images are noiseless. It can be seen
that the BJND includes as regions with high visibility thresholds edges in the input
image; additionally, the influence of the luminance masking in the thresholds is also
present in the BJND map as lighter regions. In order to provide the stereo sharpness
enhancement with a per-pixel perceptual-aware feature, we incorporate the BJND
maps in the regularization term of the filtering process. According to Fig. (5.2), the
guidance maps are given by: GS = IS, where S ∈ {L,R} denotes the considered view,
with L and R being the left and right view, respectively. More details about how
the BJND map and the disparity are incorporated for 3D sharpness enhancement are
presented in the following section.
5.2.2 3D sharpness enhancement
The proposed 3D sharpness enhancement algorithm incorporates the BJND map
Section (5.2.1) for extracting the detail layer for each of the stereo views. Although a
detail layer can be extracted by using common lowpass filters (e.g., Gaussian, Lapla-
cian), these types of filters are unaware of the image content. Successful examples of
the use of guidance information during the filtering process are reported in [111, 112];
however, they require solving a sparse linear system whose size is given by the number
of pixels in the processed image. Another possible solution is to explicitly define the
filter kernel based on the guidance map as in [117, 130]; however, it has been reported
that [130] may produce gradient reversal artifacts which cause unwanted halo effect
[131].
In this work, we adopt a guided filter approach for generating the detail layer
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[117]. The output of the guided filter for pixel (i, j) is given by [117]:
qS(i,j) = akG
S
(i,j) + bk ∀(i, j) ∈ ωk (5.8)
where GS(i,j) is the guidance map for the input view I
S, ωk is a window centered at
pixel (i, j), and ak, bk are coefficients that are constant within ωk. This model ensures
that the filtered image will have an edge only where the guidance map GS has an
edge because ∇qS = a∇GS, where ∇ is the gradient operator. Thus, high-frequency
content in the input image which appears in the GS will be preserved by the filtering
process. The coefficients ak, bk are obtained for each window wk by minimizing the
following cost function [117]:
ak, bk = min
ak,bk
∑
(i,j)∈ωk
[(
akG
S
(i,j) + bk − IS(i,j)
)2
+ λga
2
k
]
(5.9)
where λg is a regularization constant that penalizes large values of ak. For example, a
condition ′′ak → 1 and bk → 0′′ is expected for a pixel whose guidance window presents
a high variance, e.g., when the pixel position is part of an edge in the guidance map,
and consequently the input pixel is unaltered and copied as is to the filtered output;
however, when the guidance window around the pixel is flat; i.e., when its variance
is close to zero, we need to have as output the average of the input image window
around the pixel.
The fact that the perceived blur/sharpness varies with the depth in an stereoscopic
setup was established in [4] through subjective experiments. In order to provide a per-
pixel regularization that incorporates the depth of objects in the scene [5, 132] as well
as the perceptual thresholds given by the BJND maps, we adapt the regularization
weight λg in Eq. (5.9) as follows:
ak, bk = min
ak,bk
∑
(i,j)∈ωk
[(
akG
S
(i,j) + bk − IS(i,j)
)2
+QS(i,j)a
2
k
]
(5.10)
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where
QS(i,j) = K
(dS(i, j) + 2 ·BJNDSˆ)
max (dS(i, j) + 2 ·BJNDSˆ)
(5.11)
In Eq. (5.11) dS(i, j) is the disparity at location (i, j) in view I
S and BJNDSˆ
is the BJND map in the Sˆ view which is the stereo oposite view of S. Since the
filtering process, which is described by the parameters ak and bk for the image pixel
k, depends of the relationship between the regularization value at that pixel and
the variance of the window ωk of G
S around it, we need to provide an adjustment
such that the regularization provides the desired effect. Experimentally, we observed
that a factor of 10 between the aforementioned per-pixel variance and regularization
provides an appropiated filtering; i.e., an edge-preserving smoothing effect which
is almost independent of the edge height. We decided to use as reference for the
adjustment between variance and regularization the pixels closest to the viewer; i.e.,
the pixel with highest disparity. Therefore, we define p10 as the positions of the 10%
of pixels with the highest disparity values; for every position of p10 we define the
variance in the guidance map using the same patch ω as in Eq. (5.8). K in Eq.
(5.11) is defined as K = 10 · σ¯p10 , where σ¯p10 is the mean of the variance defined for
the positions p10 in G
S.
The optimal solutions for ak and bk in Eq. (5.10) are given by [117, 133]:
ak =
1
[ωk]
∑
(i,j)∈ωk G
S
(i,j)I
S
(i,j) − µkI¯k
σ2k +Q
S
k
(5.12)
bk = I¯k − akµk (5.13)
where [ωk] represents the number of elements in ωk, µk and σ
2
k are the mean and
variance of GS within the window ωk, I¯k is the mean of I
S within the window ωk and
Qk is the value of Eq. (5.11) for the central pixel of the window ωk.
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Let ψ(i,j) be the set containing the indices of all overlapping windows containing
the pixel (i, j). From (5.12) and (5.13) it can be seen that a pixel (i, j) contributes
to determining all ak and bk with k ∈ ψ(i,j), then the final filtered output is given by:
qS(i,j) =
1
[ω]
∑
k∈ψ(i,j)
akG(i,j) + bk (5.14)
The filtered output qS represents the base layer of the image IS. The detail layer
is then obtained as vS(i,j) = I
S
(i,j) − qS(i,j). Consequently, the sharpened image is given
by (5.1).
5.3 Results
In order to provide a quantitative comparison with state-of-the-art algorithms
[3, 4] for sharpness enhancement of stereo images we use the interdifference devia-
tion (ID) metric proposed in [3]. The interdifference deviation measures the degree of
overshooting artifacts over the BJND, that are created during the sharpness enhance-
ment process. When the interdifference between two correspondent pixels in the left
and right images is smaller than the BJND threshold binocular fusion is maintained
and as consequence, the user experience is improved [15, 129]. The interdifference
deviation is defined as follows:
ID =
2b−1∑
n=−2b−1
2b−1∑
n=−2b−1
p(m,n) · |m− n|√
(2)
(5.15)
where b is the number of bits per pixel used in the image and p(m,n) is the probability
that the difference between the intensities of the corresponding pixels in the original
stereo views Il, Ir is equal to m while the difference between the intensity of the
corresponding pixels in the filtered stereo views Iˆl, Iˆr is equal to n:
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Table 5.1: Quantitative comparison based on the interdifference deviation for the
sharpness enhanced algorithms reported in [3], [4] and the proposed one. The public
Middlebury Stereo Dataset [5] was used for evaluation purposes. Values in bold
indicate best performance.
Image Resolution [3] [4] Proposed
Cones 450 ×375 4.68 3.39 1.85
Teddy 450 ×375 3.67 7.77 2.12
Venus 434 ×383 3.65 4.06 1.21
Art 463 ×370 2.79 6.98 2.40
Books 463 ×370 2.15 2.37 4.18
Dolls 463 ×370 2.17 3.82 1.62
Laundry 447 ×370 3.17 2.73 2.12
Moebius 463 ×370 1.69 4.75 2.66
Reindeer 447 ×370 1.55 7.43 4.50
p(m,n) = p
(
Il − Ir = m, Iˆl − Iˆr = n
)
(5.16)
Table 5.1 provides results of the interdifference deviation for the sharpness en-
hanced algorithms reported in [4], [3] and the proposed one. The public Middlebury
Stereo Dataset [5] was used for the evaluation. Values in bold denote the method
that provides the best interdifference deviation.
In addition, a subjective test was developed to provide a qualitative comparison
among the evaluated methods. A stimulus-comparison method of assessment, as
described in Rec. ITU-R BT.500-13 [16] was employed. Images proceeding from two
different stereo image enhancement methods are displayed and subjects are asked
to provide an adjectival categorical judgment between the two stimuli. A single
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Figure 5.3: Presentation structure of the test material according to [16].
3D monitor, the Hyundai HDIT465, was used to display the stimuli. The Hyundai
HDIT465 is a 46-in, FullHD, Stereoscopic-3D LCD display. Images were rendered
on the HDIT465 stereoscopic display using the Psychometric toolbox (PTB) [134].
The distance from the subject to the display was defined according to Rec. ITU-R
BT.2022 [135]. Subjects provided an adjectival categorical judgment according to a
comparison scale [16] as shown in Fig. 5.5.
Volunteers participating in the subjective test were individually briefed about
the procedure and the goals of the experiment. A demonstration of the possible
impairments and a mock test were run in order to make the subjects acquainted with
the types of impairments and voting procedure.
The presentation structure of the test material was performed according to the
Rec. ITU-R BT.500-13 [16] as depicted in Fig. 5.3. During T1 and T3, image
enhancement results of two different methods are presented; a gray screen is interlaced
in between for a duration of T2 = 1s seconds. This sequence is repeated several times
before the subject proceeds to score. According to [16] for still pictures T1, T3 were
set to be 4s and the sequence was repeated five times. After the fifth repetition,
subjects were asked to provide their adjectival categorical judgment about the two
displayed images. Scoring is provided by using the statement shown in Fig. 5.4. The
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Figure 5.4: Interface used for scoring during subjective tests.
order of the images as well as the methods’ results are presented pseudo-randomly to
every subject.
Prior to the test session, three aspects of the visual capabilities of each subject are
evaluated: visual acuity, stereopsis and color blindness. Visual acuity was evaluated
using the online tool of [136]. In order to define the evaluators stereopsis capabilities
i.e., his/her capacity to perceive depth in 3D images, the Randot R© Stereotest product
was used. Finally, color blindness was evaluated using the online tool of Enchroma R©
[137], only subjects that pass all tests were included in the subjective evaluation.
3 Much better
2 Better
1 Slightly better
0 Same
-1 Slightly worse
-2 Worse
-3 Much worse
Figure 5.5: Comparison scale for adjectival categorical judgment methods, Rec. ITU-
R BT.500-13 [16].
In order to provide a comparative evaluation, the same ten stereo pairs from the
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Table 5.2: Average Mean Opinion Score (MOS) of the proposed method as compared
to [3] and [4] according to the comparison scale shown in Fig. 5.5. Positive values
represent a better performance of the proposed method. Variance as well as confidence
interval (C.I.) are included.
Proposed versus: Jung et al. [3] Subedar et al. [4]
Image MOS Variance MOS Variance
Art 1.60 2.49 -0.30 0.90
Books 0.00 0.89 0.30 0.90
Cones -0.10 1.66 0.40 0.49
Dolls 0.20 1.07 0.30 0.46
Laundry 2.20 0.40 0.80 1.07
Moebius 2.40 0.71 0.20 0.84
Reindeer 1.60 1.60 0.20 0.40
Teddy 0.50 1.83 -0.20 1.29
Tsukuba 0.20 2.18 0.00 0.44
Venus 1.20 1.73 0.00 1.11
database [5] used in [3] were used in our experiments. Sharpness enhanced results from
[3] were gently provided by the authors of the paper. Ten observers (six males and
four females) with normal or corrected to normal visual acuity provided a subjective
quality evaluation of the enhanced stereo images. The comparison average results of
the proposed method with respect to the methods of [3] and [4] over all the subjects
are presented in Table 5.2.
Qualitative visual results are shown in Fig. 5.6. Fig. 5.6(c) shows 3D sharpness
enhancement results obtained using the proposed algorithm. For comparison pur-
poses, Fig. 5.6 also shows the results obtained using the method of Jung et al. [3]
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.6: 3D sharpness enhancement results obtained using the proposed algorithm
(c) and comparison with results obtained using the method of Jung et al. [3] (a) and
Subedar et al. [4] (b). Columns from left to right show, respectively, the enhanced
left view, the enhanced right view, and the anaglyph created using the enhanced left
and right view. Anaglyphs can be visualized with the use of red-cyan glasses with
the red set over the left eye.
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(Fig. 5.6(a)) and Subedar et al. [4] (Fig. 5.6(b)). Columns from left to right show,
respectively, the enhanced left view, the enhanced right view and the anaglyph cre-
ated using the enhanced left and right views. When viewing the provided anaglyphs
using a red-cyan glasses with the red set over the left eye, it can be seen that the
proposed algorithm results have a substantial reduction of artifacts as compared to
the existing methods.
5.4 Conclusion
Coding, broadcasting and display of stereoscopic images can introduce blur which
can produce negative effects such as annoyance, visual discomfort and depth cue
conflicts and, consequently, significantly reduce the user’s quality of experience. Sim-
ilarly, the lack of blur can produce conflicts between accommodation and vergence.
A novel method to improve the perceived sharpness of 3D stereo images by using a
regularization that includes binocular aspects of the HVS as well as depth information
is presented. Sharpness enhancement applied to each pixel is controlled according to
their associated relative depth in the original scene and perceptual thresholds based on
the concept of BJND. Disparity was used as a relative depth information and was in-
corporated in the guided filter framework to provide it with a per-pixel regularization
characteristic. The existence of occluded regions, i.e., regions with undefined dispar-
ity values have been explicitly considered. Qualitative evaluation based on perceptual
tests as well as quantitative results based on the metric of interdifference deviation
are reported, showing that the proposed algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art stereo
sharpness enhancement algorithms.
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Chapter 6
NO-REFERENCE IMAGE SHARPNESS ASSESSMENT BASED ON
PERCEPTUALLY-WEIGHTED IMAGE GRADIENTS
The fact that human visual perception is highly specialized for extracting struc-
tural information has been efficiently exploited in full-reference image quality as-
sessment algorithms; additionally, it has been shown that the human perception of
sharpness depends on the local image contrast. Since the image gradients can mea-
sure the image structure effectively, we propose a training-free no-reference objective
image sharpness assessment method based on the statistical analysis of perceptually-
weighted normalized-gradients of relevant pixels in the input image. Results over six
subject-rated publicly available databases show that the proposed method correlates
well with perceived sharpness and provides competitive performance when compared
with state-of-the-art algorithms.
6.1 Introduction
Digital images and videos are produced every day in astonishing amounts, besides
the wide types of content, which includes scene-related parameters such as depth,
they also vary according to the type of equipment used to acquire the content, light-
ing conditions, shaking of the acquisition device or movement of objects in the scene,
among others. Concomitantly, the market-driven demand for higher quality content
is constantly rising which leads us to the need of image quality assessment (IQA)
methods. Although subjective quality metrics provide the most reliable results [37];
their cost as well as their time requirement make them unfeasible for practical appli-
cations and therefore, subjective metrics are usually restricted to benchmarking the
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results of objective metrics.
Objective quality metrics bypass the subjective human cost- and time-constraint
by providing a quantitative assessment that correlates well with human judgment
of the quality. Objective quality metrics can be computed directly from the images
without human intervention. Objective metrics are usually divided in three categories
according to the volume of information required about the ground truth image: full-
reference (FR), reduced-reference (RR), and no-reference (NR).
Full-reference image quality assessment (FR-IQA) methods [38–45] provide the
best objective results; however, the need of the ground truth pristine image makes
this approach unsuitable in most practical applications. FR-IQA approaches such as
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and mean squared
error (MSE) are attractive not only for their low computational burden but also by
their clear physical meaning as well as their convexity and differentiability properties
[138]; but it is widely acknowledged that they do not correlate well with subjective
judgments of image quality [138, 139] nonetheless. Initially, FR-IQA methods made
emphasis in modeling the effects of contrast and luminance [140, 141]. Since human
visual perception is highly specialized for extracting structural information in [38]
the authors proposed an algorithm that exploits this fact. A multi-scale and an
information-weighted version of [38] are presented in [39] and [40], respectively. In
[142] an information fidelity criterion that is based on natural image statistics is used
to present a parameterless algorithm, this approach is further improved in [41] by
linking the distortion process to the loss of image information. The authors of [143] use
the first- and second-order Riesz-transform coefficients to tailor image features, the
same authors propose in [144] the spectral residual based similarity (SR-SIM) which
assumes that the saliency map of an image is closely related to its perceived quality.
Gradient similarity together with luminance and contrast changes are incorporated
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in the method proposed in [45]. In [44] a method that exploits the similarity of the
gradient magnitude is proposed. In [145] natural image statistics are combined with
multi-resolution methods to estimate the image quality. In [146] a visual saliency-
based method is proposed.
Reduced-reference image quality assessment (RR-IQA) algorithms provide image
quality metrics based on limited information of the ground-truth image. The main
difference between RR-IQA methods lies in the principle used to extract the reduced-
reference information from the pristine image; for example, in [46, 47] it is extracted
based on Discrete Cosine Transform coefficients, in [48, 49] the structural similarity
principle of the FR-IQA [38] is exploited, in [50] 2-D Gabor filters are used to extract
features that later are processed using the divisive normalization transform.
Although no-reference image quality assessment (NR-IQA) usually requires know-
ing beforehand the type of distortion that affects the image; e.g., Gaussian blurring,
it does not require any information from the ground truth image which makes it
suitable for more general and automatic applications.
We propose a training-free, no-reference image sharpness assessment (NR-ISA)
method based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of perceptually-weighted
normalized-gradients of relevant pixels in the input image. Results over six subject-
rated publicly available databases show competitive performance when compared with
state-of-the-art algorithms.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: A review of relevant literature on
NR-image sharpness assessment is presented in Section 6.2. The proposed NR-ISA
method is described in detail in Section 6.3. Performance results and comparison with
the state-of-the-art methods are presented in Section 6.4, followed by a conclusion in
Section 6.5.
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6.2 Related work
There is an extensive work in the field of no-reference image quality assessment
(NR-IQA). In [97], the kurtosis of the 2D Fourier transform of the whole image is
proposed as sharpness index, similar approach is proposed by Caviedes et al. [98]
where the average of the kurtosis of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) of 8x8
blocks around edge pixels is used for the same purpose. In [96], the blur measure
is defined as the average of the edge widths, in order to have an efficient algorithm,
edge widths are defined along image rows. In [17], the authors propose the Just No-
ticeable Blur (JNB) model. The image is processed using non-overlapping blocks of
64x64 pixels; blocks having more than 1% of edge pixels are processed, edge widths
are linked to the concept of JNB and integrated into a probability summation model.
An improvement to [17], which exploits the fact that blur below the JNB threshold is
unlikely to be perceived is presented in [109]. The concept of JNB is also exploited in
[51]. The width of edges having near to horizontal direction is used to define percep-
tual sharpness measurements in selected edge-pixels. The local sharpness estimate
is defined for each non-overlapping block of 32x32 pixels as the reciprocal of the av-
erage of all the sharpness measurements within the block, and the global sharpness
estimate is defined as the average of the highest 22nd percentile of local sharpness
estimates. In [43], the authors proposed an algorithm that provides improvements to
the methods of [17, 109] in terms of edge width computation, contrast assessment,
and classification of blocks to be processed. Vu et al. [147] proposed a method that
combines spectral and spatial local properties of the input to produce an image blur-
ring map; the mean of the blurring map is proposed as a global image blurring index.
Blocks of 32x32 pixels with 2/3 of overlapping are used in the spectral and spatial
processing. In the spectral processing, the 2-D Discrete Fourier transform is applied
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to each block and the slope of the magnitude spectrum is estimated for each block as
in [148]. The defined blurring map presents some overestimations due to the fact that
the slope of the spectrum is not aware of the local image contrast. The spatial pro-
cessing is intended to correct the aforementioned problem. The total variation of each
image block is defined as the maximum of the total variation of the non-overlapping
sub-blocks of 2x2 pixels within each block. The final blurring map is defined as the
weighted geometric mean of the maps defined in the spectral and spatial domain. Fi-
nally, a global blurriness index is defined as the mean of the blurring map. It is widely
accepted that image blur reduces high-frequency energy and also induces distortion of
the local phase coherence (LPC). This fact is exploited to propose a sharpness index
defined as the global phase coherence (GPC) of the image [99]. The GPC of the input
image is analyzed using its Fourier transform and its total variation within a Monte
Carlo-based simulation. In order to reduce the computational burden involved in the
use of Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the GPC, the same authors propose in
[100] the use of Gaussian random fields instead of random phases which leads to a
closed formula and thus faster algorithm. The use of LPC as a sharpness measure of
distinctive image features in the wavelet transform domain is proposed in [52]. Vu
et al. [149] proposed a fast image sharpness (FISH) model that estimates local and
global image sharpness based on the weighted average of the log-energies of three sub-
bands created using discrete wavelets transform (DWM). Bahrami et al. [53] propose
as sharpness measure the variance of the distribution of the weighted maximum local
variation (MLV) which is defined as the maximum luminance difference between the
central and its eight-neighboring pixels. Besides its good performance, the method is
fast since it works in spatial domain. In [55], the authors show that the amount of
blur of an image is related with the sparse coefficients required to represent that im-
age using an overcomplete dictionary. The variance of each block used in the sparse
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representation is used as norm to avoid variations due to different image content.
In [56], a method where a local contrast map (LCM) is created computing the root
mean square of 3x3 pixels blocks is proposed. The dynamic range of the LCM is
increased by raising each element to the power 3.75. The discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) is applied to the LCM and its coefficients are level-shifted and sorted; finally,
the sharpness score is defined as the 0.25th percentile. In [54], the authors estimate
the global image sharpness applying percentile pooling of the energy- and contrast-
differences computed in the autoregressive (AR) parameter space. Zhu et al. [118]
propose a NR-sharpness metric sensitive to blur and noise. The sharpness metric uses
the highest singular value of the gradients covariance matrix. The method assumes
that the noise level is known or it can be estimated. The same authors proposed a
new definition of the sharpness metric that eliminates the explicit need of the noise
level [101]. In [57], the sharpness score is defined as the sum of the logarithm of the
72nd and 8th order moments of the feature maps created using the ` 1
2
-norm of the first
and third derivatives of the image, respectively.
6.3 Proposed NR-image sharpness assessment method
The strategies used in classic and state-of-the-art algorithms to assess the sharp-
ness of images can be roughly classified as: the ones that work in the space domain;
e.g., analyzing edge patterns, those using the transform domain; e.g., Fourier or DCT
transforms, and those using characteristics of the Human Vision System (HVS). The
proposed method combines these three techniques. Sharpness information is extracted
using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of perceptually-weighted gradients of
pixels detected as part of edges in the input image, the weights are defined using
the notion of perceptual just noticeable blur (JNB). The flowchart of the proposed
algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Flowchart of the proposed algorithm. Edge positions ei and gradients
[Gx, Gy] are computed using the grayscale version of the input image. The perceptual
weigths are defined using the pre-computed linear fitting coefficients p1, p2 and p3, the
gradients Gi, and the local contrast Cil . G
i and Cil are defined for the edge positions
ei. ωQi represents a block of 5 × 5 pixel centered in the position e(i) in the image
plane Q, b·c represents the number of elements of ·, and β is a constant as in [17].
Firstly, the gradients Gx and Gy of the grayscale version of the input image are
computed [150]. Since out-of-focus blur degrades the high-frequency content of im-
ages, image edges are usually analyzed to extract sharpness information [17, 43, 51,
96, 109]. Pixels detected as edges in the input image are consider as relevant pixels.
Edge positions are defined using Canny edge detector. Detected edge positions e(i)
are used to extract the sets of relevant gradients in the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions Gixr = Gx(e(i)) and G
i
yr = Gy(e(i)), respectively, where i ∈ {1, ..., E} and E is
the number of pixels identified as part of the image edges.
To reduce the influence of the image content into the sharpness metric, the relevant
gradients are normalized as follows:
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Gxrn =
Gxr
max (G2xr +G
2
yr)
(6.1)
Gyrn =
Gyr
max (G2xr +G
2
yr)
(6.2)
6.3.1 Perceptual weights
Ernst Weber’s seminal work on sensory response led him to establish the existence
of perceptual threshold which must be overpassed in order to perceive a stimulus,
these results are usually known as just noticeable differences (JND). The JND in the
field of human vision (HV) research is defined as the minimum intensity difference
between the foreground and background that leads to a noticeable sensory experience
[151]. Similarly, the just noticeable blur (JNB) is defined as the minimum amount
of blurriness that triggers its perception around an edge with a contrast higher than
the JND [9, 17].
According to [17], the probability of detecting a blur distortion has the form of a
psychometric function as follows:
P = 1− exp
(
−
∣∣∣∣ σbσjnb
∣∣∣∣β
)
(6.3)
where σb is the standard deviation of the Gaussian blur filter that needs to be applied
to an ideal edge to obtain the edge under analysis, σjnb is the standard deviation of
the JNB threshold which is a function of the edge contrast, and β is a constant whose
value as reported in [17] is within the range [3.4, 4]. Eq. (6.3) usually is computed
in terms of edge widths by approximating the real edge width with their horizontal
projection [17, 109]. To estimate σb and σjnb for each edge position in the input image
we run the following experiment.
A synthetic image having an ideal edge of contrast Cr is blurred with a Gaussian
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mask with variance σb. Edge positions are detected in the blurred image I using
Canny edge detector. 5× 5 pixels blocks centered at the detected edge pixels are ex-
tracted from the blurred image and its gradient magnitude. The blocks with intensity
and gradient values, ωI and ωG, respectively, are used to compute the local contrast
Cl = max (ωI) −min (ωI) and the maximum gradient Gmax = max (ωG). The mean
of Cl and Gmax are recorded for different values of Cr and σb.
Since the quotient Cl/Gmax is independent of Cr polynomial fitting is used to define
the coefficients p1 of a polynomial of degree 35 for the relation σb = ξ(Cl/Gmax; p1).
Under a similar observation, a polynomial of degree 11 is used to fit Cr/Cl = ξ(σb; p2).
The function ξ represents: ξ(σb; p2) =
∑Lp2
i=0 p2(i) · σib where Lp2 is the degree of p2.
Using these two polynomials the real contrast of the edge, Cr, can be estimated using
measures of Cl and Gmax in the edge positions of the input image. The edge contrast
Cr is used to compute the perceptual weights defined by Eq. (6.3).
In [17], the standard deviation of the JNB threshold σjnb for detect blurring in an
edge with contrast Cr was established using a subjective test. The coefficients p3 of
a new polynomial are defined such that σjnd = ξ(Cr; p3); in this case, the values of
Cr and σjnb are those reported in [17]. Finally, we compute the perceptual weights
according to Eq. (6.3) where σb and σjnb are estimated for each edge pixel using local
information of the input image.
6.3.2 Global sharpness index
For each edge pixel position e(i) we define its gradient Gi and its local contrast
Cil which are used to estimate the standard deviation of the edge σˆb and the standard
deviation of the JNB threshold σˆjnb, values that allow us to compute the perceptual
weights P i for each edge pixel according to Eq. (6.3).
For each e(i) we determine its neighboring edge pixels within ω which is a 5 × 5
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pixels block. With the set of edge positions around e(i) we define the column vectors
ωGixrn , ωGiyrn , and ωP i as the normalized gradients in x and y direction, and the
perceptual weights corresponding to the aforementioned edge positions around e(i),
respectively.
The SVD has been widely used in image processing and particularly in the estima-
tion of image sharpness [101, 118]. In [118], the authors provide a detailed analysis of
the SVD of image gradients to estimate the sharpness level of an image. In [118], the
sharpness metric is defined using the greatest singular value of the gradients matrix.
Particularly, for the case of ideal edges it is straightforward to show that the greatest
singular value of the gradient matrix is a function of the edge contrast and the length
of the edge. We build on the work of [118] by proposing the formation of the gradient
matrix introduced in [118] only with information of the pixels detected as edges in
the input image. Additionally, the gradients of the edge pixels are weighted by the
probability of perceptual detection of those edges, Eq. (6.3). Finally, the dependence
of the greatest singular value on the length of the edge can be easily removed since
all the elements in our gradient matrix are part of an edge.
We define the perceptually-weighted gradient matrix for the edge pixel e(i) as
follows:
Ai =
[
ωP i · ωGixrn , ωP i · ωGiyrn
]
(6.4)
where · represents the element by element product. The sharpness component b(i)
associated to the edge pixel position e(i) is defined as follows:
b(i) =
Σmax⌊
ωGixrn
⌋ (6.5)
where
⌊
ωGixrn
⌋
represents the number of elements of Gixrn and Σmax is the greatest
singular value of the singular value decomposition of Ai.
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Finally, after testing different pooling strategies [152], we define the sharpness
index of the image as the mean of all the elements of b(i).
S =
∑
i b(i)
Er
(6.6)
where Er represents the number of elements of b(i). Since an edge pixel can be part
of several ω blocks, we enforce that each pixel contributes only once to the global
sharpness index; i.e., once an edge pixel is used it is void for future computations,
this not only avoids a bias in the sharpness index but also speeds-up the process.
6.4 Results
6.4.1 Evaluation metrics
The performance evaluation of the proposed objective sharpness assessment method
was conducted according to the guidelines of the Video Quality Experts Group
(VQEG) recommendation [159]. We adopt a 4-parameter non-linear regression func-
tion to map the objective sharpness scores to the subjective scores as follows:
f(oi) =
ξ1 − ξ2
1 + exp
(
−oi−ξ3
ξ4
) + ξ2 (6.7)
where oi are the objective scores before regression and f(oi) are the predicted MOS/DMOS
scores after non-linear regression. The parameters ξi, i ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4] are determined
using non-linear fitting of the objective scores oi and the subjective ground truth
MOS/DMOS scores si.
Four evaluation metrics are used to quantify the performance of the proposed
method. The Pearson linear correlation coefficient (PLCC) and Root Mean Squared
Error (RMSE) metrics are used to evaluate prediction accuracy, and to evaluate pre-
diction monotonicity we use the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (SROCC)
and Kendall rank-order correlation coefficient (KROCC).
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Table 6.1: Performance comparison of ISA methods on images from six publicly
available databases. Methods with the top performances are in bold font.
Database Criterion PSI LPC MLV EMBM ARISMC SPARISH BISHARP MaxPol Proposed
Year 2013 2013 2014 2015 2015 2016 2018 2018 2019
TID2013 [153] PLCC 0.8792 0.9151 0.8826 0.8750 0.8953 0.9004 0.8939 0.9410 0.9468
RMSE 0.5945 0.5032 0.5866 0.6042 0.5560 0.5430 0.5594 0.4224 0.4016
SROCC 0.8680 0.9191 0.8786 0.8654 0.8980 0.8927 0.8959 0.9454 0.9582
KROCC 0.6617 0.7479 0.6808 0.6619 0.7149 0.6991 0.7087 0.7951 0.8145
TID2008 [154] PLCC 0.8528 0.8903 0.8584 0.8631 0.8428 0.8891 0.8773 0.9328 0.9335
RMSE 0.6129 0.5344 0.6019 0.5926 0.6317 0.5372 0.5632 0.4228 0.4208
SROCC 0.8454 0.8959 0.8546 0.8595 0.8505 0.8869 0.8797 0.9397 0.9421
KROCC 0.6261 0.7155 0.6520 0.6540 0.6548 0.7001 0.6872 0.7899 0.7806
IVC [155] PLCC 0.8694 0.9582 0.9788 0.8837 0.7133 0.9024 0.9656 0.9777 0.9694
RMSE 0.5642 0.3266 0.2340 0.5343 0.8001 0.4919 0.2968 0.2398 0.2803
SROCC 0.8249 0.9299 0.9796 0.8877 0.6819 0.9020 0.9668 0.9706 0.9721
KROCC 0.6700 0.7990 0.9169 0.7132 0.5201 0.7561 0.8740 0.8955 0.8955
CSIQ [156] PLCC 0.9424 0.9412 0.9488 0.8743 0.9456 0.9380 0.9494 0.9654 0.9541
RMSE 0.0958 0.0968 0.0905 0.1391 0.0933 0.0993 0.0900 0.0748 0.0858
SROCC 0.9116 0.9221 0.9246 0.8680 0.9254 0.9139 0.9270 0.9478 0.9403
KROCC 0.7537 0.7672 0.7706 0.6855 0.7575 0.7441 0.7720 0.8076 0.7843
Cornell-A57 [155] PLCC 0.6723 0.8794 0.8794 0.7783 0.6723 0.7804 0.8880 0.9536 0.9698
RMSE 0.1484 0.0955 0.0955 0.1259 0.1484 0.1253 0.0922 0.0604 0.0489
SROCC 0.6667 0.8833 0.8476 0.6436 0.6739 0.7500 0.8833 0.8167 0.7833
KROCC 0.5556 0.7222 0.7253 0.5455 0.5453 0.6111 0.7222 0.6667 0.6111
LIVE [157] PLCC 0.9460 0.9003 0.9450 0.8731 0.9536 0.9596 0.9478 0.9487 0.9382
RMSE 5.9867 8.0382 6.0434 9.0069 5.5608 5.1973 5.8874 5.8421 6.3948
SROCC 0.9364 0.8876 0.9329 0.9245 0.9481 0.9597 0.9399 0.9438 0.9453
KROCC 0.7849 0.7138 0.7818 0.7668 0.7973 0.8297 0.7958 0.8002 0.7985
Weighted average PLCC 0.9056 0.9148 0.9162 0.8709 0.9046 0.9223 0.9228 0.9497 0.9453
RMSE 1.8774 2.3748 1.8742 2.6839 1.7674 1.6413 1.8218 1.7463 1.8915
SROCC 0.8890 0.9072 0.9043 0.8778 0.8985 0.9131 0.9154 0.9434 0.9446
KROCC 0.7114 0.7397 0.7361 0.6946 0.7275 0.7467 0.7513 0.8005 0.7955
Average time [s] 0.0285 1.0487 0.0617 0.7419 11.4685 2.1725 0.0934 0.1155 0.4984
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Table 6.2: Summary of Image databases used for comparative evaluation.
Database
Source
Types
Blur Blurred Number of
Images levels images Observers
TID2013 [153] 25 Colour 5 125 971
TID2008 [154] 25 Colour 4 100 838
CSIQ [156] 30 Colour 5 150 35
IVC [155] 4 Colour 4 20 15
A57 [157] 3 grayscale 3 9 7
LIVE [158] 29 Colour 5 145 161
The PLCC is defined as follows:
PLCC =
∑N
i=1 (si − s¯)(f(oi)− f¯)√∑N
i=1 (si − s¯)2
∑N
i=1
(
f(oi)− f¯
)2 (6.8)
where f(oi) is the predicted MOS/DMOS score for the i -th image and f¯ is the mean
of all the predicted MOS/DMOS scores in the database; similarly, si is the subjec-
tive MOS/DMOS score for the i -th image and s¯ is the mean of all the subjective
MOS/DMOS scores in the database. N is the number of images in the database.
The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) to quantify the difference between the
objective mapped scores, i.e., the predicted MOS/DMOS scores and the subjective
scores is defined as follows:
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(f(oi)− si)2 (6.9)
The SROCC used to evaluate the prediction monotonicity is given by:
SROCC = 1− 6
∑N
i=1 d
2
i
N(N2 − 1) (6.10)
where di is the difference between ranks of subjective and objective scores for i -th
image.
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Finally, the Kendall Rank Order Correlation Coefficient (KROCC) is defined as
follows:
KROCC =
2(NC −Nd)
N(N − 1) (6.11)
where Nc and Nd represent the number of concordant and discordant sample pairs
in the database, respectively.
6.4.2 Image databases used in evaluation
Six publicly available databases were used to provide a comparative evaluation
of the proposed method. These are the Categorical Image Quality Database (CSIQ)
[156], the Tampere Image Database 2013 (TID2013) [153], the Tampere Image Database
2008 (TID2008) [154], the Image and Video Communication Database (IVC) [155], the
Cornell-A57 Database (A57) [157] and the Laboratory for Image and Video Engineer-
ing database (LIVE) [158]. A summary of the characteristics of the used databases
is presented in Table 6.2.
6.4.3 Comparative Evaluation
In order to provide a comparative evaluation of the proposed sharpness assessment
method, we compare the performance of the proposed method with 8 existing meth-
ods, which are PSI [51], LPC [52], MLV [53], EMBM [43], ARISMC [54], SPARISH
[55], BISHARP [56], and MaxPol [57].
Table 6.1 presents the performance comparison of ISA methods on images from
six publicly available databases. The proposed method presents a competitive per-
formance among the evaluated methods. A summary of the six databases used in the
comparative evaluation is presented in Table 6.2. A weighted average of the results
of the six databases used in the performance evaluation is also included. Weights are
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defined as the number of images in each database. Additionally, the last row of Table
6.1 presents the average computational requirements for all the evaluated methods.
The time used for each algorithm in every image of the six databases used in our
evaluation were averaged. All tests were conducted using a laptop with Intel Core i7
CPU at 2.4GHz, 16GB of RAM, Windows 8 64 bits.
6.5 Conclusion
Although image sharpness is a straighforward task for the human visual system
(HVS), it is still a challenging problem for computer-based automatic algorithms. In
this chapter, we present a training-free no-reference objective image sharpness assess-
ment method that explicitly exploits the perceptual threshold of the HVS. Perceptual
weights are estimated for relevant positions using the local contrast and gradient in-
stead of the traditional edge profiling approach. Experimental results on six publically
available databases show the proposed algorithm presents a competitive performance
against state-of-the-art methods. We will investigate the adaptation of the proposed
metric to assess image quality in a broader context; e.g., under Gaussian noise and
compression artifacts.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The present report addresses the problem of spatially-varying blur detection, ra-
dial distortion correction, stereo image sharpening, and no-reference sharpness assess-
ment. This chapter summarizes the main contributions of this work, the remaining
work to be completed, and provides possible research directions.
7.1 Summary of Contributions
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• A novel algorithm to detect defocus blur from a single image. The proposed
method uses a blur/sharpness metric defined as the quotient of high- to low-
frequency bands of the log-spectrum of the image gradients. Additionally, a
foreground-background segmentation that uses a global threshold defined using
weak textured regions on the input image is presented. The proposed segmen-
tation approach avoids the commonly used alpha matting algorithm which is
very sensitive to the initialization. The proposed method performs favorably
against state-of-the-art algorithms quantitatively and qualitatively, and its non-
optimized Matlab implementation shows a competitive running time.
• A noise-robust radial distortion correction method to estimate the radial dis-
tortion coefficients as well as the center of distortion through an alternating
optimization process. The algorithm was tested for different values of radial
distortion parameters and under different amounts of noise. Experimental re-
sults with synthetic and real distorted images show that the proposed method
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results in an improved performance in terms of estimation accuracy and also in
terms of robustness to noisy conditions.
• A novel method to improve the perceived sharpness of 3D stereo images by
using a regularization that includes binocular aspects of the HVS, as well as
depth information, is presented. Sharpness enhancement applied to each pixel
is controlled according to their associated relative depth in the original scene
and perceptual thresholds based on the concept of BJND. Disparity was used
as a relative depth information and was incorporated in the guided filter frame-
work to provide it with a per-pixel regularization characteristic. The existence
of occluded regions, i.e., regions with undefined disparity values has been ex-
plicitly considered. Qualitative evaluation based on perceptual tests as well
as quantitative results based on the metric of interdifference deviation are re-
ported, showing that the proposed algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art stereo
sharpness enhancement algorithms.
• A novel training-free, no-reference image sharpness assessment method based on
the singular value decomposition of perceptually-weighted normalized-gradients
of relevant pixels in the input image is proposed. Pixels detected as edges in the
input image are consider as relevant features. The gradients values of the input
image for relevant pixels are extracted and normalized to reduce the influence
of the input image content. Perceptual weights defined as the probability of
blur detection are estimated for each relevant feature. The perceptual weights
are defined using pre-computed linear fitting coefficients. For each relevant
feature, a local sharpness metric is defined using the perceptually-weighted in-
formation embedded in the gradients of the current feature and its relevant
neighbors. Finally, the sharpness metric is defined as the mean of the local
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sharpness metrics. Results over six subject-rated publicly available databases
show competitive performance when compared with state-of-the-art algorithms.
7.2 Future Directions
Here we provide several directions of research that can be explored as future work:
• The incorporation of a no-reference image quality assessment and viewer lo-
cation into a 3D sharpening algorithm in order to have an autonomous and
adaptive stereo sharpness algorithm can be useful.
• Image blurring is not always undesirable and sometimes like in paintings and
artistic photography it is intentionally introduced; therefore, being able to es-
timate the probability of blur acceptance or blur pertinency of an image might
be an attractive research area.
• Image blurring is common in environments with light dispersion. Exploring
applications such as depth estimation in environments with high light dispersion
like underwater vision or adverse weather conditions such as fog, haze, and
sandstorms may be a fruitful research area.
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